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This spring, I hate to say it, but we had to disappoint a lot of people who called us 
in April looking to have Gasper Landscape Design & Construction install 
their new patio or landscaping by the summer. If you had called by Memorial Day, 
you might have been told that most of our landscape crews were booked to 
Labor Day or longer! It is a problem that any landscape business owner dreams 
of having — but we hate to disappoint anyone if we can avoid it.

So what caused this backlog of work? It is easy to write it off to a Covid-related 
bump in construction that many companies have seen in the past 12 months. 
I believe that it is closer to the truth to say that Gasper Landscape Design & 
Construction grows each year because we continue to deliver a superior 
product, and my sales and design staff work extremely hard to keep our 
customers deeply satisfied.

Then there is the simple fact that a lot of time and effort goes into creating 
each Gasper-designed project. On the front-end of the design process is the 
on-site and design meetings with the sales designers, the creation of accurate 
base maps and surveys, the professional design work, and the development of 
realistic 3-D sketch models. On the back-end, there is making sure that we are 
delivering tight and accurate work estimates, obtaining permits and variances 
from the townships and making sure materials are ordered and on-site when 
the work is ready to begin. Our design process from start to finish can take 
up to a few weeks for smaller projects and perhaps a few months for larger or 
complicated ones. All this is before we even put a shovel in the ground. Quite 
frankly, I wouldn’t have it any other way. We don’t rush or cut corners at any 
step of the process, and that is how we can guarantee a superior experience 
for our clients and ultimately live up to our motto — Outdoor Living Perfected!

You can avoid the rush by tackling some of the easier landscape 
projects yourself with the help of the do-it-yourself experts at 
Gasper’s Bucks County Hardscape & Building Supply. Turn to our 
Hardscape Special Edition starting on page 12 to start thinking 
about some of the work we can help you do yourself.

There is, of course, an even easier remedy, and that is to plan ahead and 
start thinking about next year’s projects now. A Gasper-designed and 
installed construction project takes time, but I can confidently say it is 
definitely worth the wait!

Robert Gasper

GASPER FAMILY TRADITIONS

We Are  
   Worth the Wait

FEATURED PROJECT TIP  When planning an outdoor deck, one of the 
biggest decisions a homeowner faces is which material to use for the decking. 
Scan this QR code to see a video of landscape architect, Christina Reeves 
discuss the benefits of using a composite material such as Timbertech.
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Landscape 
Services

CONTACT US TO START YOUR NEXT PROJECT

OR OVER 30 YEARS, our award-winning designs, 
commitment to quality and outstanding reputation, 
sets us apart from all other landscape companies. 

Our talented designers, craftsmen, masons and carpenters 
are an essential part of the Gasper team ensuring our strict 
quality standards. From simple walkways, patios and decks, 
to complete outdoor living environments — our professional 
staff will guide you through the entire design and installation 
process. From your initial consultation, to your project’s 
completion and beyond. For custom carpentry, landscapes, 
hardscapes, and ponds, let Gasper bring your outdoor vision 
to life! Call today to schedule a consultation. 

SCAN QR CODETO LEARN MORE

215-598-6997  |  gasper.net/landscape

We have recommended Gasper to friends 
and neighbors. We enjoyed the experience 
and the quality of the work. 

— PAUL F.
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LANDSCAPING SERVICES   |   GASPER DESIGN PROCESS

The Gasper presentation room features a large screen TV display that allows your 
custom design and model to come alive at a scale that is easy to view and discuss. 
Our second meeting at our design center, conveniently located in Richboro, PA, 
allows you to see proposed construction materials and plants firsthand.

Steps to a  
New Landscape5

1Call Early
Many folks underestimate the lead time 
needed to design and construct a landscape 
project properly. Avoid disappointment, and 
call 215-598-6997 today to schedule an in-
home meeting with one of our professional 
sales designers to get started right away on 
your next project. Our Gasper’s experienced 
design team can guide you through the entire 
design process, from your initial consultation 
to your project’s completion and beyond. 

2Site Meeting 
& Survey
At your initial meeting, your sales designers 
will meet you at your property. They will 
listen carefully to your specific needs, wants, 
and wishes to provide you with a truly 
customized landscape design. They will take 
detailed measurements and photographs of 
the existing conditions at your house. If your 
project warrants it, Gasper’s survey team 
will be scheduled and sent out to develop 
a detailed site survey of your property.

3Custom 
Design 
Presentation
At your second meeting with us, we will 
craft a unique and well-thought-out 
design solution for you. Many projects will 
go through a series of design revisions. 
Sometimes this takes a little bit of time, but 
it is important to us that in the end, your 
design is tailored perfectly to your home. We 
will also present a landscape proposal that is 
extremely detailed, thorough and contains no 
surprises or hidden costs with your design.
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GASPER DESIGN PROCESS   |   LANDSCAPING SERVICES

Pamper yourself or guests with comfortable deep seating in a beautifully vaulted pavilion 
detailed with traditional styled columns and balustrades. Our carpenters pay special 
attention to the details to ensure that Gasper-built structures are built to last a lifetime.

Quality Guarantee
At Gasper, we stand behind one of the best guarantees in 
our industry. Our guarantee simply states that you must be 
satisfied with your installation or we promise to make it right!

4Permitting 
& Material 
Selection
Once your Gasper design is finalized we will 
prepare and submit the design plans to your 
township for any permits (if required). It  
often takes townships several weeks to 
approve permits. During this time, we usually  
finalize material or color selections. If you are 
looking for new furniture, it is also an excellent 
time to schedule an appointment with our 
Exterior Furnishings Gallery designers to help 
select and coordinate all the finishing touches 
your new patio or structure might need.

5Project 
Installation
The day we break ground on your project is the 
culmination of weeks, maybe months of hard 
work and planning to make sure that every detail 
of your construction project runs smoothly. 
Once we start your construction, our crews 
will work daily until your job is complete. Not 
only are our crews extremely hardworking, but 
they are incredibly considerate of your home, 
cleaning up and securing the job site each 
evening. Project installation can range from a 
few days for a simple planting plan to several 
weeks for complex hardscape or carpentry 
projects. Call 215 598-6997 to get started. 
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LANDSCAPING SERVICES   |   FEATURED PROJECT

We import these remarkable 
white onyx stone pebble pots 

from Indonesia. Here the creamy white 
color of the onyx compliments the 
house stucco color. Our pebble pots 
are available in several stone styles and 
colors such as the pot shown on page 11.

This beautiful natural stacked stone 
wall (Pocono blend) is topped with a 

bluestone cap and runs on two sides of the 
patio creating a sense of enclosure. Seat walls 
are not only great for providing extra, flexible 
seating, but are also places to set garden 
décor items like lanterns and planters. 

The gas fire table on the lower patio 
(right) is the perfect place to gather 

on a crisp foggy fall evening and enjoy 
the spirit of the season. 
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FEATURED PROJECT   |   LANDSCAPING SERVICES

From Utility to Tranquility
A transformation from builder-grade to Gasper-grade 

When Jon B. thinks back to his backyard pre-Gasper, he realizes he and 
his wife Robbie did not use it because his previous builder-grade 

design was simply not that inviting. The existing deck built with the house had 
not aged well and lacked no direct access to the backyard. Of course, without 
a patio, there was no reason to step into the yard. After admiring a neighbor’s 
deck and patio recently built by Gasper, they decided to reach out to see what 
Gasper could come up with for their under-utilized yard.
 Jon and Robbie knew they were looking for a large composite deck with access 
to a lower-level patio and gas fire table. One feature that was extremely important 
to them was a built-in deck bench on which the family dog, Hartley, liked to sit and 
monitor the neighbors. After Gasper’s presentation of the initial design concept by 
sales designer Erik Freeman, the final design became a true collaboration. Together 
with Erik, they worked on tweaking things like the size of the patio and the curve 
of the patio wall. They also selected the perfect material (irregular flagstone) to 
give the new patio the casual, inviting feel they were looking for.
 That desire for a comfortable and casual 
feeling extended to their ideas for the 
outdoor furniture as well. 
 With comfort in mind, Eli Hymer, who 
runs Gasper’s Exterior Furnishings Gallery, 
put together the perfect collection of pieces. “Eli did more with our initial ideas 
than I could have imagined, plus the outdoor furniture rocks — literally!” jokes 
Jon about the oversized synthetic wicker rockers by Lane Venture. “Eli insisted we 
get the chairs that rock, and he was right; we absolutely love them. Sometimes 
I find Robbie and Hartley on the patio, cuddling on the couch, and tells me that 
we made the right decision.”
 Construction can sometimes be an arduous, disruptive process, but Jon 
felt that with Gasper, the process was anything but difficult. He liked how 
Erik handled working within the township guidelines, which made getting 
the permits smooth sailing. “Erik was very professional from start to finish. He 
kept us informed of the schedule and always made it clear what would be 
happening next. I really appreciated that,” remembers Robbie. 

 When we selected Gasper, 
we knew that we were heading 
in the right direction. 

— JON B.

This outdoor seating rocks — literally — because they 
are oversized synthetic rockers by Lane Venture. KNF 

Neille Olsen mosaic tables are colorful side pieces, perfect 
for setting down a drink or a good book.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11 ▶
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LANDSCAPING SERVICES   |   FEATURED PROJECT

Our masons could be compared to 
artisans creating a colorful mosaic 

or stained glass window as they carefully 
pieced together the individual pieces of 
irregular flagstone. The resulting patio is 
truly one of a kind.

Low-voltage, LED lights by Kichler 
are placed just under the step 

tread cap and gently illuminate 
the steps making them safe and 
easy to transverse after dark. 

Unlike the previous deck, the 
new Gasper-built composite 

deck has step access directly out 
to the backyard. An irregular 
flagstone pathway connects the 
deck to the new patio area.
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FEATURED PROJECT   |   LANDSCAPING SERVICES

The family dog, Hartley, a golden 
retriever mix, knows where 

the best seat in the house is — a 
comfortable synthetic weave loveseat 
by Lane Venture, with sunbrella 
outdoor performance fabric for easy 
clean-up of spills or muddy paws.

From Utility to Tranquility  CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

This built-in bench provides a 
smooth sitting surface because it is 

constructed using the same composite 
lumber as the decking. A bench is a 
space-efficient way to fill the empty 
corner of the deck with extra seating.

 It is important to stress 
the word professional … 
working with Gasper  
was a true professional 
experience. 

— JON B.

 A neat and tidy worksite was also important. For Robbie this 
was a priority. For Hartley it was a necessity. “We always had to 
clean up after other contractors to make sure Hartley didn’t get 
into anything hazardous. The Gasper crews did an amazing job 
of cleaning up every night,” Robbie affirmed. And then Robbie 
clarified, “And by we, I mean just me. Jon didn’t ever do the 
cleanup!“ Jon agreed with a smile on his face.
 In addition, Jon’s impressions of both the Gasper carpentry 
and hardscape crews were that they came and worked … and 
worked … and worked. No wasted time and highly efficient.
 “I really appreciated that it was one-stop shopping — the 
design, the 3-D model, the construction, and then the furniture. 
The team at Gasper made it so much easier by taking the burden 
off of us. When we selected Gasper, we knew we were heading 
in the right direction,” shares Jon. 
 And the true test of a successful project — they use the 
backyard space much more frequently now. Even the timing of 
the construction was fortuitous. When the world shut down for 
the pandemic, the new patio gave Jon and Robbie a great place 
to connect with friends and neighbors while still being safely 
socially distanced outdoors. To create your own tranquil oasis 
reach out to Gasper today. 

Walk-thru Video
Scan this QR code 
with your smartphone 
to see a video on Jon 
and Robbie’s 
landscape project.

LEARN MORE
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CONTAC T  US  FOR  EXPER T  ADV IC E

E’RE DEDICATED to serving local contractors, 
do-it-yourself homeowners, and Gasper landscaping 
clients. We offer a wide variety of product displays, 

natural/cultured stone samples, hard-to-find specialty 
masonry, and hardscape tools that are beyond your “box store” 
basics. Our quality supplies are backed by exclusive customer 
support from each manufacturer.
 We have a variety of block, brick, cement, aggregate and 
accessories for the most basic masonry needs to the more 
advanced do-it-yourself tools and supplies.
 Hardscape specialists are available seven days a week to 
answer any questions that may arise during your project. Our 
team of specialists can also help with practical issues such as 
masonry restoration and cleaning, waterproofing and sealing — 
to French drains, water control, property maintenance concerns, 
and more. We also supply informational literature and can 
answer any technical and budgetary questions you may have.
 You can always expect the following when you visit 
Gasper’s Bucks County Hardscape and Building Supply: 
 • Professional advice from knowledgeable experts
 • Homeowners are always welcome
 • Share your ideas and bring measurements
 • Browse our extensive collection of free catalogs
 • Request free samples (available for most products)
 •  Estimates on all the products needed for your project
 • Distributor of many quality products and brands
 Our goal is to give our customers exceptional customer 
service, quality products, and competitive pricing with the 
newest technology from our manufacturers.

SCAN QR CODETO LEARN MORE

215-598-6997  |  gasper.net/hardscape-supplies

Hardscape
& Building
Supply

SPECIAL  EDIT IONSPECIAL  EDIT ION

DO- IT -YOURSELF
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A home is where life is lived . Transform your outdoors with 
Unilock paver and wall products and create the perfect setting 
for memories that last a lifetime . From traditional to modern, 
Unilock offers an unrivaled variety of colors, styles, and 
textures you can't get anywhere else .

Concrete 
Paver Patio 
or Walkway?

Planning on Installing a

Gasper’s Bucks County Hardscape & Building 

Supply is proud to be an authorized distributor of 

two of the top quality concrete paver and wall system 

manufacturers in the country .

 At Bucks County Hardscape & Building Supply, we keep 

many popular colors and styles of each manufacturer in 

stock for quick turnaround for local contractors, builders 

and DIY homeowners . We are also able to order any style 

or quantity of Cambridge or Unilock products and have 

them delivered within the tri-state area . 

 Visit our easily accessible Bucks County location 

to view our extensive display boards . We can even 

order color samples to make sure the paver is perfectly 

suitable to your home exterior .

 IMPORTANT NOTE: Product availability is subject to 

change due to current high demand of concrete paver and 

wall stone products across the industry.
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BEST BRANDS   |   HARDSCAPE & BUILDING SUPPLY

Dutch Quality Stone
Manufactured Stone Veneer

Kichler Outdoor Lighting,  
Transformers and Accessories

GardenMark 
Artificial Grass for Pets, Putting 

Greens, and more!

Curv-Rite 
Aluminum Landscape and Edging  

Long-lasting, Rigid and Flexible

General Shale 
Thin Brick and Veneer

Zentro  Virtually Smokeless Fire 
Pits and Accessories

NatureKast 
Outdoor Kitchen Cabinetry

Twin Eagles  Outdoor Grills and 
Kitchen Accessories

Rockmount Stacked Stone 
Natural Stone Veneer Panels

SRW 
Hardscaping Products

Sakrete 
Professional grade concrete, 

mortar and stucco mixes

NDS 
Stormwater Management

Only the Best Brands
We are a proud distributor and 
wholesaler of quality products

After many years of outstanding performance and beauty, 
Cambridge Pavingstones with ArmorTec® remain recognizably 
smooth and dense with rich color . The sustainable benefits are a 
result of a proven formula used in manufactoring ArmorTec® 
with fine sand granules, and cement of the highest quality .

Image courtesy of Cambridge Pavingstones

Gasper-built patio using Cambridge Pavingstones

Image courtesy of Cambridge Pavingstones
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HARDSCAPE & BUILDING SUPPLY   |   PATIO MAINTENANCE

Cleaners
Get rid of spots and stains and make your patio look like new again with a 

wide selection of professional strength cleaners and stain removers that 

are special formulated for concrete pavers, concrete, and natural stone . 

We have the products you need to remove the following from your pavers:

	 ▶  Moss, mold, mildew, and algae

	 ▶  Rust

	 ▶  Grease stains 

	 ▶  Tar, gum, and rubber 

	 ▶  Paint 

	 ▶  Organic stains from things  

like acorns, leaves, and wood

	 ▶  Efflorescence

Adhesives
Have a hazardous loose 

concrete block step tread or 

wall cap? We offer a variety 

of professional concrete paver 

adhesives which will help repair 

and remedy any loose stones .

Patio Maintenance
You can make your patio look like new

Pick a weekend and cross patio maintenance off 

your to-do list with all the supplies and expert 

advice you need from the hardscape professionals at 

Bucks County Hardscape & Building Supply . Paver 

patio maintenance is unavoidable . It is simple when 

you do the cleaning tasks regularly . Keeping up 

with maintenance ensures the surface always looks 

great . Like any patio, it’s best to stay ahead of the 

maintenance rather than get stuck with a huge job 

after months or years of neglect .
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PATIO MAINTENANCE   |   HARDSCAPE & BUILDING SUPPLY

Sealers
Fall is a great time for sealing paver and natural stone patios, 

walkways, and driveways . There are many different sealers on 

the market to choose from, so let our staff guide you to the best 

product for your project . Benefits to sealing your pavers include:

	 ▶  Enhanced appearance with protected colors and no fading

	 ▶  Protection from outdoor elements and high traffic

	 ▶  Easily remove stains and spills

	 ▶  Prevent cracking caused by moisture, freezing, and thawing

	 ▶  Stabilize sand and joints from weeds and ants

	 ▶  UV resistance

Polysand
One of the biggest timesavers for owners of paver patio and walkways is the application of polymeric sand or 

‘polysand’ in the paver joints . Unlike traditional sand, polysand has integrated polymers which cause the joint 

sand to harden and bind together . This not only holds the joint sand in place, but significantly reduces weeds 

and ants from nesting in the joints . Newer formulations of polysands have come out on the market that have 

made polysanding much easier and safer for the do-it-yourselfer . Plus, you can choose which color polysand 

best compliments your paver colors . With little more than a power washer and some good product advice from 

Bucks County Hardscape experts, you can be on your way to lower patio maintenance for a few years to come!

Alliance High-Quality Polymeric Sands 
available in beige and slate gray

Pavermate Z3 Polymeric Sand from SRW 
Pavermate Z3 will provide faster, stronger 
and longer lasting results. This formula of 

polymeric sand can be used for a wide variety of 
applications and is packaged for safe and secure 
storage. It’s a one-sand solution for paver joints. 

50-lb. bag available in granite, tan and black

BEFORE AFTER
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HARDSCAPE & BUILDING SUPPLY   |   EDGING

Path & Edging Options
Edges and paths help define a landscape

When it comes to taking your outdoor 

living space to an entirely new level, 

landscape edging may be exactly what the doctor 

ordered . Landscape edging is a barrier inserted 

between your grass, rock beds, or garden areas . It 

prevents grass seed and weeds from invading other 

areas of your yard . It also helps to keep mulch from 

spilling over onto the grass . Landscape edging is used 

to add balance and definition to the interweaving 

patterns that comprise landscape design . Use 

edging to transform a great landscape design into 

a work of transcendental beauty that perfectly 

accents your property, personality, and lifestyle .

 Landscape edging uses a variety of hardscape 

materials to define these areas and create crisp 

lines that make the sections look like parts of 

a unified whole . Landscape edging also serves 

practical purposes when done properly, directing 

people toward areas intended for foot traffic and 

isolating delicate plants, flowers, and soils .

Aluminum Edging
Curv-Rite Interlocking Aluminum Edging 

can be used in a variety of applications from 

separating lawns from bed areas or as a bed 

divider separating mulch from flower beds . It 

can also be used in conjunction with stone to 

be used as pathway edging or as a maintenance 

edging around the perimeter of a building . 

We stock multiple lengths, thicknesses and 

colors as well as 90° corners and tapered 

ends for safely finishing exposed end runs .

Cambridge Edgestone
Achieve the look of Belgian block with this affordable, 

durable alternative to plastic edge restraints, aluminum and 

wood edging . Decorative block styling and colors make it 

easy to compliment paver patios and walks . Note: product 

availability is subject to change due to current high demand 

of concrete paver and wall stone products across the industry.
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STEPPING STONES   |   HARDSCAPE & BUILDING SUPPLY

Plant low growing plants 
such as thyme (shown 
below) in between 
your stones for that 
cottage garden style.

DESIGN TIP

Stepping Stones
 An easy and affordable walkway alternative .

 We offer many different stepping stone options . 

	 ▶   Irregular PA bluestone – full color bluestone, 

¼ and full size standing pallets available

	 ▶  Rectangular PA bluestone steppers; 

1½" thick, full color, sizes available in 

12"×12" to 24"×36"; sold individually

	 ▶  Riverstone stepping stone 

	 ▶  Carved greenstone stepping stones

	 ▶  Autumn Silver / California Gold 

natural stone steppers

	 ▶  Laurel Mountain/ Colonial 

Grey natural path stone

	 ▶  Cambridge Cast Concrete stepping stones

	 ▶  Granite decorative accent stones

GRAY                 BLACK                PINK

Belgian Block
Natural and durable granite 

Belgian blocks can be 

used to create landscape 

curbing . Our Belgian block 

is available in several 

different colors and sizes 

and are sold by the full 

pallet or by individual 

pieces making it super 

easy to purchase exactly 

what you need for your 

project, no matter the size .

1.  Layout out your stepping stones on lawn

2.  Cut around each stone with a flat-edged 
shovel to remove sod and soil to the 
depth of the stepping stone plus 1"

3.  Fill hole with 1" of stone screenings and 
tamp into place to avoid settling.

4.  Level and compact by tapping each stone into 
the stone screening base with a soft mallet

5.  Add screenings as needed under the stone so 
there is no rocking when the stone is stepped on

6.  Finished stones should be level with surrounding 
lawn so it is easy to mow over them.

Scan this QR code with your 
smartphone for more information 
on stepping stone installation tips.

STEPPING STONE INSTALLATION TIPS
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▶  6" dome path light (left)  
12V cast brass, textured black  
15470BKT

▶  6" dome (right) 
2700K LED path light  
textured architectural bronze  
15870AZT27R

Path Lights
Path lights illuminate sidewalks, stone pathways, and lawn walkways while adding a hint 

of intrigue to surrounding boulders and plant beds . Path lights can also be used to define 

the edges of patios and pool decking . We stock a variety of popular domed Kichler path 

lights, and we can also order any of their many other styles of path lights for your project .

Light Your Own Way
With low-voltage lighting by Kichler

O utdoor lighting provides a stylish welcome, 

enhanced functionality, and safety for 

your home . The best outdoor lighting is designed to 

serve a purpose, as well as inspire your decorating 

senses . What do you want your outdoor lighting to 

do for you? We can help you with all the options 

and considerations . Adding lighting to a landscape 

is one feature that homeowners never regret .

What is Low-voltage Lighting?
Low-voltage lighting uses a transformer to reduce 

the 120-line voltage from your electrical outlet 

to 12-volts in the case of our Kichler landscape 

lighting fixtures . This reduction in voltage allows 

landscape lighting to be installed without the 

need for a licensed electrician . It also eliminates 

the need for the burial of lighting wire, allowing 

it to be installed safely, directly on the ground, 

or just under the mulch . Today, many landscape 

lighting fixtures are available in LED, making them 

extremely energy-efficient and long-lasting .
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▶  Standard Series  
60W Transformer 
Black 15E60BK

▶  Standard Series  
120W Transformer 
Black 15E120BK

▶  12V 50W  
1 light accent light 
bulb included  
textured black (shown above)  
15374BKT 

▶  12V 50W  
1 light accent light  
textured architectural bronze  
15374AZT 

▶  12V  
brass accent light 
centennial brass  
15475CBR

Transformers
Needing only an existing electrical outlet to 

plug into, a low-voltage landscape transformer 

is the brains of your lighting system, providing 

power to them as well as controlling when your 

landscape lighting will turn on and off each 

evening . Our entry-level Kichler transformers 

offer an integrated timer and photocell at very 

affordable prices . Upgraded and contractor-

grade transformers are also available .

Accent Lights
Whether on the house or on key trees in your 

landscaping, accent lighting is dramatic and can create a 

focal point for your entire landscape lighting design . Not 

sure what bulb to use? Our hardscape staff can help advise 

you which MR16 bulb will give you the desired accent 

lighting effect you are looking for in your lighting design .

Low-voltage Lighting 
Accessories and 
Replacement Bulbs
We also stock all the essentials 

you need to complete your 

landscape lighting project or 

repair, such as low-voltage wire, 

wire connectors, and landscape 

staples . We also carry many 

popular replacement bulbs in 

both LED and halogen options . 

Upgrade your current transformer 

with a photocell and timer . The 

photocell will automatically turn 

on your lighting when the sun 

goes down, and the timer will 

shut your system off each night 

at the time of your choosing . 

Help with Lighting

Don’t see the style or 
fixture you are looking 
for? We can custom 
order you anything 
from the Kichler line of 
landscape lighting. Stop 
in for a Kichler catalog 
or view more fixtures 
on their website by 
scanning the QR code 
with your smartphone.

LEARN MORE
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Spark Screens  
for round or square fire pits

Smokeless Inserts available in 
black and stainless steel

Square and Round Vinyl Covers  
great for protecting gas inserts

Fire Pit Accessories

Want to upgrade? Check out these fire pit accessories available at Bucks County Hardscape & Building Supply

Basic Round Fire Pit Ring   
available in black and stainless steel

Basic Square Fire Pit Ring  
black only

Round Metal Fire Pit Lids

Copper Bowl Insert Kits  
includes log grate, cooking grate 

and spark screen

Log Grates
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Fire Pit for Under $600
How to build an easy, do-it-yourself

G et all the materials and all the expertise you 

need to build a fire pit from the building experts 

at Bucks County Hardscape & Building Supply!  

*Marshmallows not included

Materials List
▶   56 Cambridge Pyzique Double Sided Wall Block

▶   5 Bags Paver Base

▶   1 Bag Stone Screenings

▶  4 Tubes of SRW Paver Adhesive

▶  29" Basic Round Ring (not shown)

Tools Needed
▶    Spade (for digging a 4–6" deep base)

▶   Rake, tamper, and hand trowel (for spreading and 

compacting your base stone and screenings)

▶   24" level and 48" level (for leveling the wall block)

Locating your fire pit
▶    Check with your local township or fire marshall for 

any open burning restrictions and set-backs

▶    Keep a minimum of 15–25' away from any 

combustible structures such as a 

house, deck or other structures

▶    Pick a level spot in your yard away 

from overhanging branches or heavy vegetation

▶    Give enough room around your fire pit that you are 

able to back your chairs away from the fire as needed . 

We find that a 16–18' diameter circle is the perfect size

Fire Pit
▶    4 colors available: Sahara Chestnut, Onyx Natural, 

Toffee Onyx

▶    32" inside diameter, 50" outside diameter, 16" high

▶   Shown in Split Face Sahara/Chestnut with Cambridge 

barbeque fire ring (not sold separately) .

Visit us to see 
what other 
Fire Pit Kits 

are available!
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Hose Bib Drip Irrigation System
Your garden will be well-watered with a

Hand watering is one of the most time-consuming 

aspects of garden maintenance . Instead, save time and 

money with a simple hose bib drip irrigation system that 

you can install yourself .

Why use Drip Irrigation?
Drip irrigation is a very efficient method of watering . It 

saves water because it applies water directly to the root 

zone around each plant, eliminates overspray, and reduces 

evaporation . Drip irrigation also keeps water off of the 

plant’s foliage, which can contribute to fungal diseases and 

leaves being ‘burned’ by water droplets acting as magnifying 

glasses . Unlike soaker hoses, the ½-inch poly tubing used 

in simple drip irrigation systems are clog-resistant and can 

water evenly at distances up to 300 feet . Also, you can 

install a drip irrigation system without digging . Tubing is 

laid directly on the topsoil under the layer of mulch .

Components of the System
▶    A working hose bib or faucet in an ideal location
▶    Y-splitter
▶    Automatic water timer 
▶    Pressure regulator
▶    Poly tubing and connectors (for garden beds)
▶   Micro tubing, emitters and connectors (for container plants)
▶    Landscape staples

Questions?
We stock all the supplies you need to install a simple hose 

bib drip irrigation system at your house and we have 

the expertise to walk you 

through the project . For 

more irrigation information, 

check out our expert advice 

pages on our website . Gasper Can Help

Scan this QR code with 
your smartphone to see a 
video on installing a hose 
bib drip irrigation system 
with timer.

LEARN MORE

Connected to the Y-SPLITTER is the timer. The TIMER acts as a shutoff valve and regulates at what time and for 

how long the system will run. Because the timer controls the flow of water, the hose bib will need to remain open 

while the irrigation system is running. The timers are the only part of the simple hose bib drip irrigation system 

that cannot stay outside in freezing temperatures because the timer will be damaged. Attached to the timer is the 

PRESSURE REGULATOR. The pressure regulators contain a backflow preventer that prevents any water from the 

irrigation system backing up into the house water supply. It also ensures full and even flows throughout the poly 

tubing. Teflon thread seal tape can be used on the connection threads to ensure a tight fit that does not leak. The 

pressure regulator can remain outdoors in the winter.

Timing Components
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Ox Tools USA  
High Quality Hand Tools

WW Manufacturing Co.  
Virtually indestructible tools  

for the landscape industry 

General Hardscape Tools  
Tools of the Trade

the Right Tools for the Best Results
Professional grade tools for the do-it-yourselfer
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Natural Wall Stone Pallets
Various styles and thicknesses, ¼, ½ and full 
pallets available

 ▶ Colonial Lilac 1–3"
 ▶ Colonial Gray 1–3"
 ▶ Laurel Mountain 1–4", 2–4"
 ▶ Red Fieldstone 1–3"
 ▶ Natural Fieldstone
 ▶ Tumbled Bluestone

starting at 139.99

Rectangular PA Bluestone
1½" thick, full color, natural cleft, sizes ranging 
from 12×12" to 24×30"  starting at 8.99 per sq ft

Irregular PA Bluestone
Full color bluestone, ¼ and full size standing 
pallets available  starting at 349.99

Assorted  
Accent Boulders
Many sizes, colors, and types.  

Available loose and by the pallet.

Decorative Red Tipple  
Landscape Stone  
3/8" and 3/4",  
½ cubic foot bag 
5.99 per bag

Delaware River 
1-2", ½ cubic foot bag 
7.99 per bag

Pea Gravel 
½", ½ cu. ft bag 
6.99 per bag

Maryland River 
2", ½ cubic foot bag 
7.99 per bag 

Mexican Beach Pebbles 
1"–2" stones, 1/4 cubic foot bag, 
available in black, combination, 
and red, great for water features. 
21.99 per bag

Marble Chips 
1", ½ cubic foot bag 
6.99 per bag

All Purpose Sand 
½ cubic foot bag 
4.99 per bag

Bagged Stone

Landscape &  
Hardscape Fabrics

Great for building walls, patios & driveways
Sand Stone

Cinder Block
Solid and Hollow Cinder Block  
From 2" to 12" 
Starting at 1.99 per block

SRW Commercial-quality Landscape and 
Hardscape Fabrics

Sakrete Mortar Mix and Concrete Mix
Professional grade concrete and mortar mixes.
bags starting at 10.99
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Have you thought about your fall lawn fertilization 
yet? Fertilizing in the fall is a critical part of lawn 

renovation and enables the lawn to survive through the 
winter .
 The best time to apply a fall fertilizer is October into 
early November . As the days get cooler, the grass will start 
storing the nutrients the fertilizer provides . The benefits 
of fertilizing your lawn in the fall include increased and 
deeper root growth, a richer, darker-green color into late 
fall, a pleasant tan (instead of white grass leaves) in the 
dead of winter, an earlier spring green-up in the spring 
and much less disease and drought issues next year .
 Winter Survival Fall Fertilizer is the perfect fall 
feeding formula for your lawn . It contains humates 
which feed and stimulate beneficial soil microbes, 
loosening heavy, hard packed soils so air, water, and 
the nutrients from the fertilizer move deep down into 
the root zone . If your lawn suffered damage this year 

and is in need of repair, it’s not too late to seed this fall 
with Jonathan Green’s Fall Magic grass seed mixture . 
It is specially formulated for mid and late fall seeding 
success . For best results seed before mid-October .
 Jonathan Green’s Organic Lawn Fertilizer contains 
beneficial “food grade” 100% organic nutrients to help 
your lawn survive the winter months . Jonathan Green’s 
Organic Lawn Fertilizer will improve the health of your soil 
and repair the damage done to your grass over the summer .
 Mag-I-Cal should also be applied to deliver soluble calcium 
immediately to the grass plant roots . Mag-I-Cal rapidly 
balances your soils pH . When the soil pH is in balance you 
get the full benefit of the lawn fertilizer you spread . If your 
lawn soil is acidic you could be wasting up to 70% of the 
fertilizer/food your spreading because the grasses in your 
lawn can’t extract the food from the soil . Mag-I-Cal works 
faster than regular lime . One bag is equivalent to up to 
ten bags of old fashion lime stone products . 

Jonathan Green 
Winter Survival Fall 

Lawn Food 
5,000 sq. ft. bag 

(reg . 24 .99) 
SALE 19.99

Jonathan Green 
Fall Magic Premium 

Grass Seed 
3-lbs. bag

(reg . 16 .99) 
SALE 14.99

Jonathan Green  
MAG-I-CAL  

Soil Food 
18-lb. bag

(reg . 24 .99) 
SALE 19.99

Jonathan Green  
Love Your Soil Food 

18-lb. bag
(reg . 39 .99)   
SALE 29.99

Jonathan Green  
Lawn Spreader

NOW 69.99

Jonathan Green 
Seeding & Sodding 

Lawn Food 
5 sq. ft.

(reg . 24 .99) 
SALE 19.99

Fall Lawn Care  
& Winter Survival

Make sure your grass stays healthy through the winter months
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Order Online gasper.net/bulk-delivery
Order by Phone 215-598-6997

Mulch
Mulch coverage:  

1 scoop of mulch equals  
approx. 1 cubic yard (100 sq ft)  

at a depth of 2–3"

#2 Triple Ground Hardwood

Black Dyed Hardwood

Red Dyed Hardwood

#1 Premium Triple Ground Bark

Certified Playground Non-Toxic

Topsoil 
Soil coverage:  

1 scoop of soil equals  
approx. 1 cubic yard (100 sq ft) 

at a depth of 2"

Screened Topsoil

Organic Soil Blend with Earthmate

Organic Soil Blend with Soil Kingtm

Soil Kingtm Leaf Compost

Earthmatetm

Coarse Topsoil

Stone and Sand 
⅜", ¾", and 1" stone coverage:  

1 scoop is approx. 1 ton and covers 100 sq ft at a depth of 2"

1"–3" stone coverage:  
1 scoop is approx. 1 ton and covers 65 sq ft

Crushed Drainage Stone ¾" (Clean)

Modified ¾"

Red Tipple ⅜"

River Jack 1"–3" Masonry Sand

Red Tipple ¾"

River Jack 1" Screenings

River Jack 4"–8" Construction Sand

Goose Egg 2"–4"

Bulk
Landscaping 

Materials Bulk Pick Up Bulk Delivery

Gasper
Can Help

ESTIMATE  
YOUR BULK  
MATERIALS  

ORDER
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Garden  
Center

CONTAC T  US  FOR  EXPER T  ADV IC E

UR MISSION is to do everything we can to help 
you in creating the type of environment you can truly 
enjoy coming home to. From using our potting services 

to our white glove delivery service, we’re dedicated to 
helping you make your garden as beautiful as possible. Our 
knowledgeable staff will assist you with expert advice, top 
quality, plant specimens, and professional-grade supplies to 
help your landscape look amazing. We offer a wide range of 
garden accessories and accents to personalize your outdoor 
space. If you’re looking for a unique gift for your special 
gardener, you can be sure to find it at Gasper.
 Our ultimate goal is your complete satisfaction with our 
quality products and services. We are proud of our retail 
team and earn our outstanding reputation every day with 
each valued customer. We look forward to working with  
you and are confident that you will be pleased with your 
Gasper experience!

SCAN QR CODETO LEARN MORE

215-598-6997  |  gasper.net/garden

Gasper has become my new favorite place! The 
staff is awesome and the selection of plants and 
garden supplies is beyond fabulous! 

— CAROL S.
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Gasper’s lava pottery and 
much of the glazed pottery 
are curated personally by 
Robert Gasper and his 
daughter Dana during trips 
to Indonesia and Vietnam. 
They tour many different 
factories and see countless 
colors and styles of pottery. 

OUR POTTERY STORY

CONTINUED ON PAGE 31 ▶
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LAVA GLAZE CREATES STUNNING TEXTURE & COLOR
Lava Pottery

Hipster
Colors: Black, Rustic, White, Pink

Sizes: 17", 24", 30"
Starting at SALE 69.99

Delta
Colors: Black Moon, Blue, Brown

Sizes: 11", 15", 19", 24"
Starting at SALE 29.99

Coin
Colors: Rust, Black Moon, Green, Blue

Sizes: 12", 15", 19", 22"
Starting at SALE 29.99

Classic Round
Colors: Rust, Beige, Green,  

Blue, Black Moon
Sizes: 7", 10", 15", 22" 

Starting at SALE 19.99

Ribbed Rim
Colors: Black Moon, Blue,  

Ocean Blue, Avocado, 
Sizes: 15", 19", 24" 

Starting at SALE 69.99

Tall Tapered
Colors: Black Moon, Blue, Brown

Sizes: 24", 28", 38"
Starting at SALE 79.99

Egg
Colors: T-Crom, Avocado, Rust Brown
Sizes: 12", 16", 18", 20", 22", 24", 28"

Starting at SALE 24.99

Tall Round
Colors: Beige, Rust, Black Moon, Avocado, 
Beach Sand, T-Crom, Green, Blue, Rust Brown 

Sizes: 14", 17", 18", 22", 23", 28" 
Starting at SALE 39.99

Jar
Colors: Green, Blue

Sizes: 28"
Starting at (reg. 399.99) SALE 239.99

NOTE: While we do our best to include items in the catalog that are currently in stock, if demand 
is high for a particular item, it may be a while before we can receive an item back in stock due to 
ship times and availability. There may be times when an item may not be available for re-order. 

FROST-
RESISTANT  

POTTERY

REGULAR PRICE
25-50  %  

OFF
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 During their trip Robert and Dana 
were fortunate to see the process of 
hand-making many different pieces of 
pottery. No matter how varied the size 
and style, the craftsman starts by taking 
clay and pushing it into a mold by hand. 
No matter how small, large, simple or 
complex, every piece must go through 
the entire pottery process. There is the 
initial drying time, then taking out of 
the mold and hand smoothing seams, 
or adding patterns, and another round 
of drying before the unique glazes are 
applied. The unique Vietnamese glazing 
process that is 100% hand-made and 
applied produces a truly unique texture 
and color on extremely durable pottery. 

OUR POTTERY STORY  CONTINUED FROM PAGE 29
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CONTINUED ON PAGE 33 ▶

Lava pots are available in many colors

Pink

Beach Sand

Avocado

Sand Yellow

Rust Brown

Beige

Blue

Ocean Blue

Rustic Brown Classic Green T-Crom Black Moon

Oval
Colors: Ocean Blue, Avocado, T-Crom

Sizes: 12", 20", 30"
Starting at SALE 29.99

Bowl
Colors: Rust, Beige, Green, Blue, Beach Sand, 
T-Crom, Sand Yellow, Avocado, Ocean Blue

Sizes: 12", 17", 22"
Starting at SALE 29.99
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Check out the New Arrivals from Vietnam!
Glazed Pottery

Glazed Half Strawberry Pots
Use to plant strawberries (of course) but also works great 
for herbs, succulents, and annuals.
Colors: Running Blue, Red Cream Brown, Cream Over Blue
Size: 30"
Get yours today!  (reg. 299.99)  SALE 199.99

Frost-Resistant Pottery Gazing Balls
Add a pop of color to your lawn or garden.

Size: 9"
Colors: available in Running Blue 
(stands sold separately)
Get yours today!  
(reg. 39.99)  SALE 29.99

Available in 11 colors

Blossomed Black

Moss Green

Cream over Blue Red Cream Brown

Glossy Black

Running BlueJade Green Sunset

Glossy White

Spotted Brown

Matte Black

Running Blue

FROST-
RESISTANT  

POTTERY

REGULAR PRICE
25-50  %  

OFF

11"
9"

15"

Egg Pots
Available in three sizes (9", 11", 15")

OUR MOST POPULAR STYLE IS BACK

Prices starting at   
(reg. 19.99)  SALE 11.99

Gasper  
carries too many  
different pottery  
choices to show  

them all here.
VISIT GASPER TO SEE  

OUR EXTENSIVE 
POTTERY  

COLLECTION

Size: 11"
Colors: Moss Green,  
Jade Green, Glossy Black,  
White Cream, Sunset  
Red, Running Blue
Get yours today!  
(reg. 49.99)  SALE 39.99
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	 The	pots	obtain	these	unique	finishes	
after	they	are	fired	for	eight	days	at	
temperatures	reaching	2300	degrees.	The	
temperatures	inside	the	kilns	will	vary	
from	spot	to	spot,	and	this	variation	in	the	
temperature	gives	each	piece	its	unique	
color	and	finish.	The	firing	process	makes	
our	pieces	some	of	the	most	weather-
resistant	planters	globally,	and	this	
uniqueness	makes	the	demand	for	each	
piece	so	great.	Each	piece	is	a	unique	work	
of	art;	no	two	can	possibly	be	the	same.
	 Once	the	touring	is	complete,	the	
orders	can	be	decided	upon;	colors,	shapes	
and	sizes,	and	quantities	are	chosen.	These	
orders	come	from	up	to	8	to	10	different	
factories	in	Vietnam	and	will	include	
glazed	and	lava	pottery.	The	items	in	these	
orders	are	made	just	for	Gasper	Home	
&	Garden!	Now	the	waiting	begins.

OUR POTTERY STORY  CONTINUED FROM PAGE 31

CONTINUED ON PAGE 35 ▶
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Not only do you need to consider the color, shape, and height of your 
pottery, you also need to think about what type of texture appeals to 

you and compliments your landscape. Consider adding pottery that features 
a distinctive texture — one that will contrast against your plants, allowing 
you to highlight various bed areas as focal points.
 You can use pottery that blends or contrasts against the color of your 
home to draw attention to specific areas. Use vibrant textured pottery 
against a neutral-colored home to brighten up any area. Use fine textured 
pottery to blend in for a sophisticated addition to your landscape.
 Including textured pottery will allow you to see different patterns emerge 
as the sun moves in the sky. On a cloudy day, even when it rains, you will notice 
how the rain may trickle down a pot with a texture versus a smooth pot.
 Gasper has the area’s largest pottery selection, and it includes a stunning 
choice of textured varieties. Below are some examples of the many textures 
featured on Gasper pottery.

Texture

Cactus Round
Colors: White, Blue, Red, Green
Sizes: 6", 10", 15"
Starting at: (reg. 29.99)  SALE 16.99

Basketweave

Smooth and Ribbed

Diamond

WovenDebossed Dots

Zig-Zag
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Lightweight
Containers

Designed with form and function in mind, the lightweight containers at Gasper are 
the best of both worlds. Keep the style of stone and cement planters with the easy 

maneuverability of a durable plastic. With beautifully constructed forms to fit any decor, we 
love this pottery because it is just so versatile and easy. Indoors or out, the shapes and textures 
work in any setting or landscape. To ensure a successful over-wintering of hardy plants, use 
pot risers to keep the containers elevated to allow proper drainage and air circulation.

Clematis Tapered Square Pot
Colors: Black, Gray

Size: 16"
(reg. 29.99)  SALE $19.99

Egg Pot 
Colors: Green, Gray, Maroon, Blue

Sizes: 11', 14"
Starting at (reg. 16.99)  SALE 9.99

Freesia Diamond Pot
Colors: White, Gray

Size: 14" 
(reg. 29.99)  SALE 19.99

Urn Planter
Color: Continental Gray

Size: 28"
SKU 317404  99.99

Wood-like Barrel Pot
15"  SKU 928870   

(reg. 29.99)  SALE 19.99

SKU 921716

SKU 928871
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 When the order is ready in about 6 to 8 
months, it is loaded onto pallets. Those 
pallets are then loaded into containers, 
and then the containers go onto a ship in 
Vietnam, where it leaves on its journey. 
The trip usually takes about six weeks over 
the sea until it reaches the port of New 
York. From there, it is unloaded from the 
ship and can take anywhere from a week 
or two, depending on if the container is 
pulled for a customs inspection. It is then 
loaded onto a truck, and it is on its way 
to its final destination, Gasper. Once it 
arrives, the pallets are unloaded, items 
are counted, marked, and then displayed. 
After nearly eight months, the pottery 
is ready for you, our customers. 

OUR POTTERY STORY  CONTINUED FROM PAGE 33
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Self-watering Pot
•  Water reservoir reduces frequency of watering
•  Soil channels draw water to roots for extended moisture
•  Side watering hole for easy filling

Color: Terra cotta, Stone 
Size: 10", 12"  

Starting at 9.99

Ariana Self-watering Planter
Colors: Terra cotta, Red, Teal

Size: 12"
9.99

Urn Planter with Leaf Design 
Colors: Charcoal, Chocolate 

Size: 26" 
59.99
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Pebble Pots
Each one is an amazing work of art

Our stacked-stone pebble pots are truly remarkable. These planters come to us from Indonesia 
where the stones are prevalent. Each stone is selected to fit perfectly upon one another. 

The stones are hand-placed in a cast stone concrete mold — the concrete makes them extremely 
durable and waterproof. The pots now come in a variety of shapes and sizes. The stones vary 
from smooth river stones, cut onyx, pumice, Palimanan stone, India stone, as well as many other 
types of stone to give the different color variations in the pots. Each one is hand-made by a skilled 
craftsman. No two pots are the same.

Green Pebble White Pebble

Stack ComboOnyx

India

Pumice

Green PalimananRed Palimanan

Lava

Pebble pots are 
available in many 
stones and color 
combinations

Green Slice 
Pebble

White Slice 
Pebble

Hipster
Colors: Onyx, Green Stone, Palimanan Green, Pumice  Size: 26"H×18"W 

Starting at (reg. 399.99) SALE 329.99

Small Egg
Colors: White Penbble, Green Pepple, 

Onyx, Stack Combo
Size: 11"H×12"W

Starting at (reg. 149.99) SALE 89.99

Tall Taper
Colors: Stack Combo, India Stone, 

Pumice, Onyx
Sizes: 18"H×18"W

Starting at (reg. 299.99) SALE 229.99

Egg
Colors: Green Slice, Pumice, Palimanan

Sizes: 14"H×15"W"
Starting at SALE 129.99

Bowl
Colors: Onyx, India Stone, Green Slice, 

Palimanan, Stack Combo, Pumice
Sizes: 10"H×20"W

Starting at  (reg. 229.99) SALE 169.99

Classic Round
Colors: Green Stone, Lava Stone, Sandstone
Sizes: 19"H×20"W; 32"H×20W; 32"H×22"D

Starting at (reg. 199.99) SALE 139.99

Round Taper
Colors: Green Pebble, Stack Combo, 

Onyx, Pumice, 
Sizes: 18"H×24"W

Starting at (reg. 499.99) SALE 399.99

Shown in Onyx  
with Terrazzo Rim

Shown in Green Slice Pebble

Shown in  
Pumice

Shown in  
Palimanan Green

Shown in White Pebble

Shown in Green Pebble
Shown in Green Pebble

Shown in Stack Combination

Shown in Onyx

Sandstone

Tall Round
Colors: Onyx, Green Slice Pebble

Size: 26"H×14"W
Starting at (reg. 399.99) SALE 299.99

Shown in  
Green Slice Pebble
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NOVELTY POTTERY  |  GARDEN CENTER

Welcome to the menagerie of novelty pottery at Gasper. If you love 
animals you will love seeing all of the different ones we carry in our 

pottery section and in the store. Add some whimsy and personality to your 
home and garden with these animals. Which one is your favorite?

NoveltySatisfy Your 
Need for

Sitting Giraffe Planter
16"  SKU 928885  39.99 

30"  SKU 928882  119.99

Gorilla Planter 
10"  SKU 928886  29.99

Tortoise Planter 
13"  SKU 928887  29.99  
25"  SKU 928881  99.99

Swan Planter 
16"  SKU 1019485  

(reg. 69.99)  SALE 59.99

Brown Rabbit 
13"  SKU 1011585  19.99

White Elephant Planter
17"  SKU 1011582  34.99

Blue Elephant
15"  SKU 1011559   

(reg. 69.99)  SALE 49.99

Hippo Planter 
12"  SKU 1011586  29.99

Hippo Planter
16"  SKU 1019488   

(reg. 39.99)  SALE 32.99

Frog Planter 
11"  (plant sold separately)  

SKU 1019487  
(reg. 39.99)  SALE 32.99

Giraffe Planter 
16" (plant sold separately)  
SKU 1011587  39.99  .

Elephant Planter 
13"  SKU 928884  39.99
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Cornstalk 
Bundles

A perfect seasonal accent for a 
front porch. Combine them with 

pumpkins and add a wreath.

Cornstalk Bundle  NOW 6.99 each

Indian Corn 
Bundles

The colors and texture of Indian 
corn adds an instant rustic look to 

your fall decor.

Starting at 3.99 per bundle

Pumpkins  
and Gourds

You know fall is here when pumpkins 
and gourds adorn porches, steps, 

urns, mantles and tabletops.

Straw Bales
Need an easy-to-do decoration idea 
for the front of your home? Start with 
a pile of straw bales from Gasper! 

Add on some fall leaves, plants and 
pumpkins and your all set!

Mini Straw Bales  8.99
Large Straw Bales  16.99

Pumpkins and Gourds 15% OFF 
with coupon on page 62

15% 
OFF

Fall is sweater weather, crunchy leaves, and pumpkin spice
Autumn Days are Here Again

GASPER’S 
FallDecorating

Bundle
Back again for 2021! Save time  
and money on decorating. Each 
Fall Decorating Bundle includes 

one of each of the following: 
Large Indian Corn Bundle

Straw Bale 
Cornstalk Bundle

10" Pumpkin 
60" Scarecrow 
2-gallon Mum

(reg. 61.94)

$4988
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FALL DÉCOR  |  GARDEN CENTER

Do you have your scarecrows yet?  
Hurry! These won’t last!

Gasper has over 20 styles and sizes of scarecrows!

Doormats

$239
ASSORTED  

SCARECROWS

EACH
with 20% OFF coupon  

on page 62

STARTING AT

Welcome fall to your home with 
these wonderful doormats
coconut fiber, rubber back, 

assorted designs
(reg 19.99)  SALE 16.99 each

Black Cat
Produce instant fear in any of 

your superstitious guests with this 
realistic 11½-inch replica of a black 
cat. Made with resin and detailed 

to purr-fection.  SKU 1011354  
(reg. 49.99)  SALE 39.99

Scarecrows up 
to 60" tall!

Display Your Team Loyalty This Fall

Team Doormats  Embossed with team logo and made out of outdoor-
safe polypropylene with a rubber backing. Welcome visitors by showing 
your team pride instantly. Can be used outside or indoors. The texture 

makes it more effective in trapping dirt.  30×18"  24.99 each

Flyers Hockey  SKU 1020139

Eagles Football  SKU 1020138

Eagles Ticket  SKU 1020141

Penn State Football  SKU 1020140

Team House Flag
Nylon fabric with tight, 

detailed machine stitching. 
Double-sided so it reads 
correctly on both sides. 

Fade and weather resistant. 
Visit Gasper to browse the 

many more designs available. 
28"×44"

Starting at 25.99

Team Garden Banner
Visit Gasper to browse 
the many more designs 

available. 12½"×28"  12.99

Team Garden Flag
Visit Gasper to browse 
the many more designs 

available. 12½"×18"
Starting at 12.99



GARDEN CENTER  |  FALL DÉCOR

House Flags

Halloween is Almost Here!
Gasper has all your favorite decorations

Garden Flags Beautiful garden flags add that special touch to any garden. Many more 
styles available! (stands sold separately)  12½"×18"  starting at 12.99 each

Hello Fall  
Garden Flag

Festive Autumn  
Garden Flag

Home Sweet Home  
Garden Flag

Happy Halloween  
Garden Flag

(pole sold separately)  28"×44" 
assorted, many more styles available!  
Starting at 19.99

Halloween Planters  12"×11"
Classic orange, Casper white, and Frank green  39.99

Olde Pumpkin Farm  
Galvanized Metal Containers 

various designs, sizes, and shapes 
(liners included)   

Prices starting at 6.99

Pumpkin-shaped Metal Containers 
includes two handles,  

3 assorted sizes, largest is 11"   
Prices starting at SALE 14.99 each

(reg. 19.99 each)
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A Customer 
Favorite Is Back!

Halloween Planter 
2 assorted sizes 

10"  29.99    14"  32.99 
(mums sold separately)

Smiling Jack 
Luminary

Witch Hat Jill 
Luminary 

Jack-O-Lantern  
Luminaries Are In!

8"×9"  32.99 each

Scull Jack Luminary

Three Ghost Garden Stake 
43" (reg. 69.99) SALE 49.99

Raven Tabletop Statue 
2 assorted   

9"  (reg. 39.99)  SALE 32.99     
12"  (reg. 49.99)  SALE 39.99
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FALL DÉCOR  |  GARDEN CENTER

Our Best Sellers in Fall Dècor

Witch Weathervane Stake  
14"×8"  SKU 1025416   

39.99

Fall Berry Wreath  
22", features red and orange 

shaded berries, and twigs  
(reg. 69.99) SALE 49.99

Fall Berry Garland 
60", features red and orange 

shaded berries, and twigs  
(reg. 49.99) SALE 32.99

Jack-O-Lantern Containers 
3", 4 assorted colors, use as a tea light holder,  

or fill with treats. Would make a great little gift!  
4.99 each

Pumpkin Berry Garland  
60", features fall leaves, berries, 

pumpkins, and twigs  
(reg. 69.99) SALE 49.99 Galvanized Metal Pumpkin  

18"  SKU 923719   
(reg. 69.99)  SALE 49.99

Scary Halloween Wreath 
18", features bones, skull, black 

floral, eyeballs, and ribbon 
(reg. 39.99) SALE 29.99

Pumpkin Berry Wreath 
22", features fall leaves, berries, 

pumpkins, and twigs  
(reg. 89.99) SALE 59.99 

Pumpkin Pots  
3"×5", 3 assorted colors, would 
be a great addition to a table 
centerpiece all season long! 

4.99 each

Turkey and Pumpkin Container 
21", metal, unique seasonal décor 

(reg. 59.99) SALE 49.99

Metal Pumpkins 
12"x10", 4 assorted colors  49.99 each

Harvest Welcome Wall Sign 
30", wood & metal  
(reg. 39.99) SALE 29.99

Pumpkin Head Garden Stake  
12" wide × 42" tall 

SKU 1026929   
(reg. 39.99)  SALE 29.99

Gasper  
carries a huge  

assortment of FALL 
WREATHS, GARLAND 
and PICKS — too many  

to show here.
Visit Gasper to see  

our extensive  
floral display

Orange Resin Pumpkin 
7"  SKU 264018  16.99

Green Resin Pumpkin 
10"  SKU 262868  17.99 White Resin Pumpkin 

8"  SKU 262869  14.99



GARDEN CENTER  |  GARDEN ACCESSORIES  |  BIRDING

Suet Feeder  
with Tail Prop  
SKU 0154985  

14.99 NEW! Bird Feeder with Two Suet Baskets 
Made of cedar, this double option feeder holds 
up to 7 cups of seed. Attracts more birds with 

two hoppers, for different seed. Also holds two 
standard suet cakes.  SKU 1026368  42.99

Metal  
Thistle Feeder 

12", yellow   
SKU 1026378  

14.99

Suet  
BUY 3  

GET FOURTH 
ONE FREE  

of equal  
or lesser value

Birding & Accessories
Wren House  

with Asphalt Roof 
8", black asphalt roof 
helps trap more solar 

heat each day  
SKU 0151769   

(reg. 19.99)   
SALE 15.99

Wren House with  
clean-out door   

8",  
wood   

SKU 1026177   
16.99

Installing splash blocks is more important 
than most people think. Splash blocks 
channel water away from the foundation 
of your home. They also absorb the 
pressure that a constant stream of pouring 
water creates as it exits a downspout, 
which can cause significant soil erosion 
and a damaged foundation over time.

Protect Your Foundation

— GASPER CAN HELP —

Leaf Splash Block   
26"  available in 5 finishes  
(reg. 49.99)  SALE 39.99

—  E X P E R T  T I P S  —
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A.  Clear View Thermometer 
11"  SKU 1015025  15.99

B.  Spirit-Filled Metal Thermometer 
71/2", bronze   
SKU 200836  14.99

C.  Fiskars Micro Tip Pruning Snips   
8" These snips feature precision 
blades that cut all the way to  
the tip for clean, healthy cuts in 
tight spaces

  Awarded the Arthritis 
Foundation’s Ease of Use 
Commendation for a design ideal 
for those with arthritis or limited 
hand strength,   

  SKU 251666  
(reg. 19.99)  SALE 16.99

D.  Self Watering Globes   
Perfect for houseplants.  
Fill with water and place in soil.  
3" ball, 6 assorted colors  
SKU 921671  5.99 each

E.  Mini Tool Set with Wood Handles  
for houseplants or greenhouse 
gardening, 7" 
SKU 1024819  22.99

A

E

B

C

D
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CAST STONE   |  GARDEN CENTER

Spooky Statuary
Gasper has over 800     cast stone statuary items available

Gargoyle on Corbel  
25"  SKU 0123008 

(reg. 479.99)  SALE 399.99

Gargoyle on Globe  
26" SKU 0131944 

(reg. 299.99)  SALE 249.99

Orson Ogre 
18" SKU 1006612   

(reg. 149.99) SALE 129.99

Ollie Ogre 
17"  SKU 1023379   

(reg. 169.99)  SALE 139.99

Gargoyle Rooftop  
24" SKU 1022304   

(reg. 199.99)  SALE 169.99

Bat  
14"  SKU 0123007  

 (reg. 79.99)  SALE 69.99

Skull Planter  
10"  SKU 1022344   

(reg. 39.99)  SALE 34.99

THE MYTHS surrounding gargoyles is colorful and 
varied in art history and religious studies. There are many 

interpretations regarding their symbolic role in society, but their 
practical function as decorative gutters in architectural design is 
indisputable. Crafted to prevent masonry walls from eroding, 
unwanted rainwater is redirected from the roof of towering 
structures like cathedrals and university buildings through a trough 
carved into the back of the carved monster. The water is then 
thrown clear of the structure’s wall through its snarling, gaping 
mouth onto the street, and its pedestrians, below.
	 But	why	use	figures	that	look	evil	to	simply	divert	water?	In	
the medieval days, since most Europeans were illiterate, the clergy 
needed visual representations of the horrors of hell to drive people 
to the sanctuary of the church. Placing gargoyles on the building’s 

exterior reinforced the idea that evil dwelt outside the church, while 
salvation	dwelt	within.	It	worked	as	church	attendance	soared	to	
new heights across Europe.
 Sidenote: There’s a Darth Vader gargoyle on the Washington 
National	Cathedral.	In	1986,	the	cathedral	held	a	contest	for	kids	

to design its newest gargoyle. 
Coming on the heels of the 
Star	Wars	trilogy,	13-year-old	
Christopher Rader proposed 
a Darth Vader gargoyle. The 
design was declared a winner 
and Lord Vader was installed 
high up on the cathedral’s 
“dark side” north wall. 

Wicked Gargoyles
Get your gargoyles just in time for 

Halloween. These spooky creatures can 
be found protecting gardens from evil 

spirts and trespassers. Gasper has a large 
selection of these little devils in many 

sizes and levels of terror.



Boulder Basin Sink 
24", each one is different, could 
also be used as a small fountain!   

SKU 921229  139.99  
(faucet sold separately) 

GARDEN CENTER  |  NATURAL STONE

Natural StoneThe Beauty of

OWLS ARE A SYMBOL of wisdom and knowledge. 
Owls are also known to symbolize intuition, change, and 

time. The owl, as a spirit animal, is known to help people make 
difficult	or	important	decisions.
	 In	Feng	Shui,	an	owl	symbol	is	a	source	of	good	luck,	wisdom,	
knowledge, and protective energies. The ancient Chinese 
philosophy also regards the owl as a powerful totem to attract 
prosperity and abundance. This nocturnal bird is widely known to 
be	a	protector	in	the	Indo-European	culture,	and	in	Greek	
mythology, the goddess Athena is depicted in the owl form.
 So whether you want an owl for a little wisdom, protection, or 
just because they are just so darn cute, they make a great addition 
to any yard or garden. Maybe even add an entire owl family! 

Granite Boulder Owls  
Natural boulder body 

with hand-carved 
accents and smooth 
features, available in 

multiple sizes, ranging 
from 2" to 18" tall. 

starting at 5.99

Stepping Stones
Dragonfly  12" round  SKU 1022324  16.99
Lizard  12" round  SKU 1022326  16.99 
Leaf  12" round  SKU 1022325  16.99
Hummingbird  12" hexagon  SKU 1017805  16.99

Curved or Straight  
Boulder Bench 
SKU 0128921   
(reg. 499.99)   
SALE 349.99

Terrifying Skulls Hand-carved stone skulls made in Indonesia. Place a light inside skull for night time terrors!

Basalt Stepping Stones  (far right)
12–14", flamed finish  19.99

River Stone Skull   
16"  SKU 928075  299.99

River Stone Skull   
24"  SKU 928076  599.99

Lava Stone Skull   
10"  SKU 928079  129.99

River Stone Skull   
32"  SKU 928077  999.99

5-Piece Basalt Dining Set  
Includes 48" table and 4 stools   

SKU 1022321  (reg. 1132.99)   999.99
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Yoga Mandala 
Mandala is a Sanskrit word that 
translates to mean circle, essence, or 
completion. In a visual form, Mandalas 
are often seen as geometric circles 
that can act as aids to help focus 
during meditation. Tibetan monks 
traditionally draw beautifully intricate 
mandala designs in colored sand. 
You’ll often see Mandala designs in 
both yoga studios and zen gardens.

36"  SKU 921894   
(reg. 99.99)  SALE 69.99

Zen Market
River Stone Cairns

Representing safety, hope and friendship, cairn 
stones have been used by cultures around 
the globe for centuries. Today, stone cairns 
are often used to mark hiking trails or can 
be a form of meditation. Hand-picked from 
the shores of Indonesia, each cairn stone is 
selected for its unique and appealing aesthetic. 
Cairn stones add a sense of balance and calm 
to the hectic pace of daily life. Add one to your 
garden as an accent, marker or sculpture.

From 18" to 79" tall!
Starting at 29.99

Globe   
13", 3 assorted colors   

39.99

Vase on Natural Wood Base  
assorted sizes available   

starting at 24.99

Faux Cactus Mixed in Containers  
8"×9" and 9"x12"  No green thumb?  

No worry — these life-like cactus  
require no care  starting at 19.99

Visit Gasper today to see the 

Zen Market

C O L L E C T I O N

A.  Meditation Pose  6", concrete  SKU 928035  26.99
B. Lotus Pose 10", resin  SKU 928172  26.99
C. Meditation Pose  8", cement  SKU 921356  19.99

Yoga Frogs! Collect them all!

C.A. B.
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GARDEN CENTER  |  ANNUALS

AnnualsCool Weather

to plants bulbs now for spring blooms!

Cool Weather Vegetables and Assorted Herbs

Cool Weather Hanging Baskets
10"  starting at 22.99

Fall Pansies  regular flats  17.99

Ornamental Peppers  up to 12" pots   
starting at 4.99 each

Ornamental Cabbage & Kale   
2 gallon  NOW 7.99

Fall Asters  2 gallon  9.99 Mixed Cool Weather Planters
starting at 29.99 each

Cool Weather Annuals  
includes pansies, petunias, million bells, lobelia, 
osteospermum, geraniums, celosia and more!

$399

4½" pots  
COOL WEATHER  

ANNUALS
Starting at

EACH

1 gallon pots 5 for 29.95 (reg 6.99) 
with coupon on page 62

12" Hanging Mum Planter 19.99

Mums  have arrived!

Don't forget
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together, and you can increase the humidity of a room, 
which helps keeps respiratory distresses at bay. Studies at 
the Agricultural University of Norway, document that 
using plants in interior spaces decreases the incidence  
of dry skin, colds, sore throats and dry coughs.

Stress Reduction
Houseplants have also been shown to improve your 
mood, reduce stress, lower anxiety and boost healing. 
With	all	of	the	positives	going	for	them	I	don’t	know	why	anyone	
wouldn’t want an assortment of houseplants in every room. 

HOUSEPLANTS  |  GARDEN CENTER

WITH	FALL	COMING  and winter right behind, 
we have to leave our outdoor gardens and move indoors. 

But we don’t have to leave all the greenery outside when we have 
houseplants inside to tend to. They not only keep our green 
thumb	going	all	year,	but	they	have	many	other	benefits	as	well.	
Here are just a few.

Purifying Air
Houseplants essentially do the opposite of what we do when we 
breathe: release oxygen and absorb carbon dioxide. This not only 
freshens up the air, but also eliminates harmful toxins — up to 87% 
of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) every 24 hours, according 
to NASA research. VOCs include substances like formaldehyde 
(present in rugs, vinyl, cigarette smoke and grocery bags), 
benzene	and	trichloroethylene	(found	in	man-made	
fibers,	inks,	solvents	and	paint).

Releasing Water
As part of the photosynthetic and respiratory processes, 
plants release moisture vapor, which increases the 
humidity of the air around them. Plants release roughly 
97%	of	the	water	they	take	in.	Place	several	plants	

African Violet Self-watering Pots 
5" square scallop design, 4 

assorted colors 
SKU 1026078  12.99

Benefits	of
Decorating with

Houseplants

African Violets are a subgenus of Streptocarpella 
that are native to Tanzania and Kenya in Africa. 
They are small houseplants with fuzzy leaves that 
produce flowers that are traditionally white, blue 
or purple. There are new varieties that are pink, 
bi-color, have ruffled petals, and more!

Light
They will bloom with lower light, but prefer 
a medium to bright indirect light best.

Watering 
Keep the soil moist to dry. Allow the soil around 
the roots to dry out before watering to encourage 
flowering. Water the plant from the bottom with 
room temperature water. Allow the plant to absorb 
the water from below for approximately 30 minutes. 
Avoid getting water on the leaves as this can cause 
damage to the leaves.

Food
For best results use African Violet fertilizer as 
directed on the label. To encourage development of 
new blooms, be sure to pinch off the dead blooms.

Check out the new mini varieties — which are great 
for windowsills.

Caring for African Violets

—  E X P E R T  T I P S  —

— GASPER CAN HELP —
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PerennialsFall	Blooming
1-GAL. 

PERENNIALS

5 for $3995
(reg. 9.99 each)

Mix & Match

2-GAL. 
PERENNIALS

BUY 4 & 
GET 1	FREE

OF THE SAME 
VARIETY

Your garden doesn’t have to stop blooming at the end of summer.  
Add these beauties to your garden for color well into the fall.

Maiden Grass 
Miscanthus

Fountain Grass 
Hameln

Fountain Grass  
Little Bunny

Feather Reed  
Karl Foerster

Switch Grass 
Heavy Metal

Ornamental Grasses for More Texture in Your Garden     3-gal. (reg. 24.99)  SALE 19.99

Platycodon Balloon Flowers Anemone

Nipponanthemum Daisy Gaillardia Blanket flower Perovskia Russian Sage

Gaura Aconitum Monkshood Sedum Stonecrop Helenium Sneezeweed
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Butterfly Gardening
GARDEN CENTER  |  PERENNIALS

Butterfly Bush 
Pink Delight

Butterfly Bush 
Black Knight

Butterfly Bush 
White Profusion

Butterfly Bush 
Pugster

Butterfly Bush 
Cran Razz

Plant Sources for Nectar Host Plants for CaterpillarsButterflies

Monarch

Black Swallowtail

Tiger Swallowtail

Painted Lady

Pearl Crescent

ALMOST EVERYONE KNOWS that the monarch  
						butterflies	are	attracted	to	milkweed	(Asclepias spp.) and 

butterfly	weed	(Asclepias tuberosa). But it takes more than nectar to 
attract	those	butterflies	to	come	to	your	garden	and	want	to	stay.	
While	your	nectar-rich	flowers	will	make	them	stop	and	feed,	it	will	
be the host plants that will make them want to stay a while. Larval 
host	plants	are	the	secret	to	successful	butterfly	gardening;	they	are	
plants required by a caterpillar for growth and development.
	 By	planting	host	plants	in	your	garden,	you	offer	food	for	the	
next	generation	and	that	will	attract	more	butterflies.
 What are Host Plants? Different	species	of	butterfly	rely	on	
different	host	plants	to	rear	their	young	and	they	also	vary	in	their	

preferences for nectar sources, so each species has a unique set of ideal 
plants.	Gardeners	can	take	several	approaches	to	designing	a	butterfly	
garden.	You	might	focus	on	a	few	desirable	butterfly	species	you	
wish to attract and select host and nectar plants accordingly.
	 Female	butterflies	are	lured	to	host	plants	by	a	combination	of	
chemical cues released from the plant. Once they locate a host, they 
begin laying eggs. Males are also attracted to host plants, where they 
can	surely	find	females	for	mating.
 All this business of searching out mates and host plants is tiring. 
The	adult	butterflies	will	need	energy	to	keep	busy.	Providing	a	
balance	of	nectar-rich	flowers	to	fuel	butterflies	and	host	plants	to	
nurture young ensures a garden bustling with activity. 

Rudbeckia  
Black-eyed Susan

Milkweed  
Incarnata

Dill

Cherry

Milkweed  
Tuberosa

Fennell

Willow

Hollyhock

Aster

Milkweed  
Syriaca

Parsley

Birch

Joe Pye Weed Aster

Liatris

Echinacea

Solidago

Monarda  
Bee Balm

Lobelia

Phlox

Helianthus

Extra Benefits:

Butterfly gardens 
often attract 
hummingbirds.

Your garden can 
also provide extra 
flowers to cut and 
place in seasonal 
arrangements.
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‘October Glory’ or ‘Autumn Blaze’ 
Red Maple Arriving in mid October.

2–2½" caliper, 10–12' tall,  
brilliant red-orange fall color   
(reg. 299.99)  SALE 229.99

‘Heritage’ River Birch
Arriving in mid October.  8'–10'   

(reg. 239.99)  SALE 179.99

Kousa Dogwood
Arriving in mid October. 2–2½" 

caliper, blooms later, great bark  
(reg. 299.99)  SALE 229.99

‘Legacy’ Sugar Maple 
2"–2½" caliper, 10'–12' tall   
(reg. 299.99)  SALE 229.99

‘Hetzii’ Columnar Juniper
15-gallon   

(reg. 199.99)  SALE 159.99

Large Assortment of Evergreen 
Topiary  Add a special accent to 

your landscape starting at 199.99

‘Emerald Green’ Arborvitae 
5'–6'   

(reg. 89.99)  SALE 79.99

‘Green Giant’ Arborvitae 
5'–6' deer resistant

(reg. 189.99)  SALE 139.99

(reg. 249.99)
Choose from the following 

varieties: White Pine, 
Norway Spruce, Colorado 

Blue Spruce

Assorted
Evergreen

Trees
$18999

6–7'

ADD	COLOR	AND	CHARACTER	TO	YOUR	LANDSCAPE	THIS	FALL

Trees	Ideal for Fall	Planting

Norway Spruce White Pine Colorado Blue Spruce
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DO YOU THINK TOPIARY is only for (a) formal 
gardens, (b) landmark English estates, or (c) Disneyland? 

Think again!
 Topiary — the art or practice of clipping shrubs or trees into 
ornamental shapes — can transform your front door, deck, 
containers, beds, and borders from that’s nice to that’s fabulous! and 
it’s one of the hottest trends in landscapes today. Topiaries can add 
that WOW! factor to your garden or create instant curb appeal to 
the front of your home.
 Why? Well, for a few good reasons: All it takes is one single plant 
in a pot to create a distinctive stand-alone feature; Some topiaries 
need little care or fussing over; Certain topiaries provide immediate 
and much-needed height and scale to a garden; A topiaries’ vertical 
shape naturally frames doors and entrances; Plus, they’re just cool.
 Sculpting topiary is a slow process, with plants trimmed often, 

but sparingly. We start our topiaries very early in the growing cycle 
so that the bare branches callous and require less maintenance in 
your garden. A Monrovia spiral juniper takes at least six years to 
reach the smallest saleable size, with larger specimens requiring 
eight years or more.
 Once the plant reaches four feet tall, the topiary artist cuts the 
initial spiral pattern into the plant. Sculpting begins at the base and 
takes three turns upward to the right – never to the left – for a more 
consistent look when using more than one in a landscape. You can 
buy topiaries in perfectly matched pairs to flank a door! 
 One thing that differentiates our topiaries is that they are grown 
to a size standard. Each form has a unique height, number, and 
length of branches and the final size of the pompon or pad at the 
end of each branch. We use a specifications diagram for each form, 
so we maintain consistency. 

▶ T R E N D  A L E RT

Art of THE Topiary

ADD UNDER-PLANTINGS
A black entry door, centered 
pendant light, formal black urns, 
and a pair of evergreen topiaries 
create a sense of enchantment to 
this entrance. The elements that 
warm it all up are the bright-
colored annuals overflowing 
over the top of each urn.

SEASONAL ACCENTS
Each season allows the 
opportunity to accent your 
topiaries with decoration to 
celebrate an occasion, whether 
it be pumpkins for Halloween, 
or small American flags to show 
patriotism on July Fourth.

Thank you to Monrovia for use of their topiary blog posts.Visit Gasper today to browse the exceptionally sculpted topiaries!

OUTDOOR 
SYMMETRY 
PERFECTED
English and French 
gardening enthusiasts 
commonly use topiaries 
in pairs and place them 
symmetrically in a 
design. The pattern adds 
a sense of formality to 
this home’s entrance.
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‘Otto Luyken’ Cherry Laurel 
18-24"  (reg. 69.99)  SALE 59.99

‘Encore’ Re-blooming Azaleas   
Re-blooms in spring, summer, and fall   

18-24"  (reg. 49.99)  SALE 39.99

‘Crimson Pygmy’ Barberry  
3-gallon  (reg. 34.99)  SALE 24.99

‘Endless Summer’ Hydrangea  
3-gallon  (reg. 49.99)  SALE 39.99

‘Color Guard’ Yucca   
3-gallon  (reg. 39.99)  SALE 29.99

Assorted Spirea  
3-gallon  (reg. 34.99)  SALE 29.99

‘Shamrock’ Inkberry Holly  
18-24"  (reg. 39.99)  SALE 29.99

‘Green Velvet’ Boxwood  
3-gallon  (reg. 59.99)  SALE 39.99

ADD COLOR AND CHARACTER TO YOUR LANDSCAPE THIS FALL

Great Prices on Shrubs

Burning Bush  
18-24"  (reg. 49.99)  SALE 39.99

‘Ivory Halo’ Red Twig Dogwood 
3-gallon  (reg. 49.99)  SALE 39.99

‘Mount Airy’ Fothergilla 
Great fall color and spring blossoms! 

18-24"  (reg. 49.99)  SALE 39.99

‘Blue Prince’ or ‘Princess’ Holly 
18-24"  (reg. 59.99)  SALE 49.99

SPRING

FALL

SUMMER

WINTER
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Choosing Shrubs For the Birds

Bayer Advanced All-In-One is 3 systemic 
products all in one. It fertilizes, provides 
insect control and disease control without 
spraying. Say good-bye to Japanese beetles, 
aphids, black spot and powdery mildew, and 
hello to strong roots and beautiful blooms!

Bayer Rose and Flower Care 
32-oz. concentrate  (reg. 24.99)  SALE 19.99

Rose Care

—  E X P E R T  T I P S  —

— GASPER CAN HELP —

Knock Out Roses  
3-gal. pot   

(reg. 34.99) SALE 26.99 
with coupon on page 62 
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Ilex verticillata ‘Winter Red’ Holly   
18-24"  (reg. 49.99)  SALE 39.99

Ilex (Hollies)
The Ilex family is a group of plants that ties in 
perfectly with attracting birds. Try one of the 
evergreen hollies like ‘Blue Princess.’ Birds love 
the protection that the foliage provides year-
round and the red berries make a wonderful 
accent during the fall and winter months.

Ilex verticillata, commonly known as 
Winterberry Holly, is a native shrub that loses 
its leaves each autumn. After the leaves have 
turned yellow and dropped, you are left with 
a breathtaking view of thousands of brightly-
colored berries clinging to every stem. 
Varieties like ‘Winter Red’ or dwarf varieties 
like ‘Red Sprite’ are great for bird habitat 
and as a food supply. Plus, their brilliant 
red berries can be used to accent some 
evergreens during the Christmas season.
Birds that love Hollies include: 
Wood Thrush, Gray Catbird, 
Eastern Bluebird, American Robin, 
Cedar Waxwing and Woodpeckers

Viburnums
Viburnums are the stalwart of any good shrub 
border and not surprisingly they are also 
equally important plants for creating good 
bird habitat. Viburnums provide everything 
from the canopy that shelters the nests of 
smaller songbirds to a plethora of colored 
berries that birds love to feast upon. The fruit 
on Viburnum ranges in color from yellow, 
and pink, to red and blue with many aging to 
black. One of our favorites is the blue fruiting 
variety ‘Blue Muffin.’
Birds that love Viburnums include: 

Cardinals, Eastern Bluebird, 
Cedar Waxwing and Pine Grosbeaks

Sambucus
Sambucus or Elderberries are a group of plants 
that are wonderful for birds. They flower 
in late spring and in summer are covered 
with large clusters of berries. Some varieties 
offer cut-leaf foliage in greens and in golds 

like Sambucus ‘Lemony Lace.’ Then there are 
varieties that have dark purple foliage and 
fragrant pink flowers like Sambucus ‘Laced Up.’
Birds that love Elderberries include: 
Indigo Bunting, Orioles, Eastern Bluebird, 
Grosbeaks and Song Sparrows

*Information adapted from one of our growers, 
Proven Winners’ article: Shrubs to Attract Birds

Viburnum ‘Blue Muffin’  
24-30"  (reg. 59.99)  SALE 49.99

Sambucus ‘Lemony Lace’  
3-gallon  (reg. 49.99)  SALE 39.99

‘Early Amethyst’ Beautyberry 
3-gallon  (reg. 39.99)  SALE 29.99

SUMMER

WINTER

‘Double Red’
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Outdoor 
Furniture

CONTAC T  US  FOR  EXPER T  ADV IC E

HE INTERNATIONAL Casual Furnishings Association, 
ICFA, recently awarded Gasper the most prestigious 
honor in the industry — the Apollo Award for the best 

single outdoor furniture store in the country. ICFA recognized 
Gasper’s retail excellence in the sales and marketing of 
outdoor furnishings and noted Gasper’s outstanding 
accomplishments and commitment to customer service. 
 Gasper’s exterior furnishing gallery has assembled the 
finest group of outdoor furniture manufacturers available 
in the region. We have all industry categories covered and 
on display in our showroom, from teak and aluminum, to 
synthetic wicker. Plus, our team of extraordinary exterior 
designers strives to make your patio or outdoor space uniquely 
YOURS by considering personal factors. Using all the elements 
and materials available to us, we have learned to tell your story 
through fabrics, fringes, cords, and accents. Whether it is a 
Bucks County farmhouse, mainline estate, center city high-rise, 
Pocono mountain house, New Jersey shore home, and 
everything in between, our team can bring your space to life.
 Gasper recognizes that patio furniture provides more 
than just a place to eat or relax outdoors. The right outdoor 
furniture can set the mood and create a functional, 
comfortable area where your family can 
spend quality time together. The best 
outdoor furniture is relaxed, durable, and 
adds beauty to your exterior space.

SCAN QR CODETO LEARN MORE

215-598-6997  |  gasper.net/exterior-furnishings

From start to finish the process 
was enjoyable, informative 
and delightful. Eli was a joy. 

— Linda S., Holgate, NJ
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Gasper May be Crowned as the Nation’s Best — Again!
Gasper Home & Garden is a regional 
finalist for the 2021 Apollo Award! Finalists 
of the Apollo Award must demonstrate 
outstanding accomplishments, a 
commitment to customer service, and 
dedication to professional development 
for their staff. A finalist is recognized as 
an exceptional dealer in their trading 

area and as a model for others within the 
industry — characterized by innovative 
marketing and merchandising strategies.
 Gasper will be representing the 
Northeast region in the 2021 national 
contest. No store has ever won the Apollo 
Award in consecutive years, so if Gasper 
does it again we will make history!
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Comfort ZoneExtend Your

to the Great Outdoors

Exciting news! 
Our End-of-Season Sale has Begun

We’re making room for exciting new products for 2022
60%

OFF

SAVINGS UP TOSAVINGS UP TO

INCREDIBLE INCREDIBLE 
DEALS!DEALS!
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We love  
our brands 
and so will you!

Alfresco Home

Barlow Tyrie

Bernhardt Exterior  
 NEW FOR 2022

Big Green Egg

Breezesta

Cabana Coast

Castelle Luxury

Casual Cushion

DWL Patio Furniture

Ebel

Elaine Smith

Frankford Umbrellas

Gensun Casual Living

Jensen Leisure

Kingsley Bate

KNF Designs

Lane Venture

Lloyd Flanders

LR Home

Patio Renaissance

Seaside Casual

Telescope Casual

Three Coins Cast

Treasure Garden

Uttermost 

Woodard

Woodline Shade

Q   What is the difference between 
a fire pit and a fire table?

—Michael Burton 

A    I am so glad you asked this question, Michael! The fire table is truly a piece of 
furniture that adds the ambiance and warmth of a fire to any outdoor seating 
arrangement. Being a gas appliance, it is much more convenient and safer than 
a wood-burning fire pit. With a gas fire table, there is no need for wood. This 
makes it fast and easy to quickly get a fire started, making it infinitely more 
useable daily. And with no wood, there is no need to worry about sparking 
embers burning holes in your good upholstery, or having to rearrange your 
seats to avoid the smoke. 
 One downside of a fire table flame is that you really should not use them 
for cooking — so no s’mores as the molten marshmallow can end up clogging 
the gas components of your table.   
 But with a fire table, you get a lot of additional space around the fire to put 
down a plate or a glass. So you can eat around it, just don’t cook on it.  
 In addition, most fire tables have lids so that the entire table surface is 
available when the fire portion is not in use. 
 When you are thinking fire tables, you are not limited to short, round 
pieces. Fire tables come in so many configurations, heights, and sizes.  
They also come in many different materials and finishes.

See my designer tip video 
on Fire Tables for more tips 
about this very versatile 
piece of outdoor furniture!

Ask Eli
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Gasper is proud to be the area’s exclusive retailer of Kingsley Bate, 
Barlow Tyrie, and Patio Renaissance outdoor furniture.
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Gone are the days when you had to place your outdoor furniture in 
a shed, garage, basement, or attic to store for the winter months.

Today, quality aluminum, iron, wicker, and teak pieces may be 
stored outdoors simply by covering with outdoor protective 
furniture covers, eliminating space-storage issues. Outdoor 
protective covers are machine washable and offer several sizes 
for all shapes and configurations of furniture pieces. To store a 
complete dining set you may simply purchase one cover to act as 
a sombrero, covering the dining table and tucked in chairs rather 
than cover individually. However, there are some mosaic glass 
table tops that should be sealed with a protective paste wax 
before covering, or brought inside and stored flat in a dry area to 
avoid cracking due to extreme low temperatures. It is always best 
to ask your salesperson their recommendations.

Outdoor cushions and toss pillows are always recommended to 
bring indoors and store in large plastic bags, even for Sunbrella 
fabric items, as squirrels and other critters like to make nests in the 
fiberfill of the cushions.

If there is no room for cushion and toss 
pillow storage indoors, you would do 
well using an outdoor storage chest with 
an inner liner to help keep cushions dry 
and mildew-free. Make certain to buy 
one that is all-weather and UV resistant 
with an aluminum frame and pneumatic 
hinges to allow for smooth operation.

How to Store Your Outdoor Furniture

—  E X P E R T  T I P S  —

— GASPER CAN HELP —

Furniture covers are one of simplest ways to protect your 
outdoor furniture, particularly when the furniture is too 
heavy to move, or too big to be stored inside. Our experts can 
assist you select the perfect covers for outdoor dining sets, 
sofas, chairs and more. Visit Gasper today.

Cover

LEARN MORE: Read about the best ways 
to clean outdoor cushions, cast aluminum, 
extruded aluminum, wrought iron, woven 
material, teak and fabric. Stop in and get your 
complimentary furniture care book today.

Clean

Gasper has all the cleaning supplies you need.

Gasper carries a wide variety of outdoor furniture cleaning 
and care products. Clean your furniture now so it’s ready for 
outdoor entertaining this spring. Our Exterior Furnishings 
Gallery carries teak cleaner, teak sealer, mold and mildew 
stain remover, fabric cleaner, UV protection, and CLR 
multi-surface outdoor furniture cleaner.

Caring for Your 
Outdoor Furniture
 Protect your investment and it will last for years
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King of the Cookout
Big Green Egg leads the way with ceramic cookers and accessories

BIG GREEN EGG  |  FIRE TABLES  |  OUTDOOR RUGS  |  EXTERIOR FURNISHINGS GALLERY

As the daily lives and schedules of everyone have been upended over 
the last year, one bright spot is that many families are spending 

more time together at home. With some restrictions lifted since the 
arrival of the COVID-19 vaccines, some limitations may still remain due 
to the severity of the COVID-Delta variant. With so much uncertainty 
on future eating out, many families have more time and money to invest 
in products to make their lives more enjoyable at home. According 
to Jodi Burson, director of brand enhancement at Big Green Egg, 
the company has experienced a surge in Big Green Egg interest.
 “Like other companies that make products for the home, we 
have seen a big jump in sales and demand,” says Burson, who adds 

that the Big Green Egg has always been considered more of a 
lifestyle product rather than simply a grill. The use and experience 
of the EGG naturally center around people gathering. And people 
still have an innate need to be together and share good times with 
each other to create memories — even if we can’t do it in such 
large groups these days.
 Families are making more home-cooked meals regularly. “People 
have the available time to explore new ways to cook to add variety 
to their meals, and the versatility of the EGG fits very well with 
that lifestyle,” Burson says.
 For abundant reasons, including a lifetime warranty, versatility, 
and the ability to consistently deliver delicious food, the Big Green 
Egg has always been a good investment. In fact, Burson notes, the 
EGG is the last grill anyone will ever need to buy. She also believes 
that since people are saving money by not dining out, they embrace 
the opportunity to acquire a quality product that can be used every 
day at home for years to come. Furthermore, the EGG is equally 
efficient and versatile in the winter as it is in the summer. “EGG 
users don’t have a grilling season — they grill all year round.”

Visit our year-round 

TENT SALETENT SALE  
to find great odds and ends 

from year’s past!

Choose from 2 sizes: 
7'-10" × 10' 
5'-3" × 7'-4"

Many styles to choose from. 
Material: 100% polypropylene 

multi-ply cabled  
heat-set yarns.

Don’t forget to complete your space with an outdoor rug!Gasper is Your Fire Pit & Fire Table Headquarters

Empire by WOODARD
Create the perfect atmosphere for 
cozy relaxation in a lounge and 
conversation setting with this 
aluminum chat fire table with round 
burner, available with your choice 
of cast aluminum table top. 

Hexagonal Teak by 
LLOYD FLANDERS
With an eye-catching hexagonal 
teak base and faux-concrete top, 
the Hexagonal Teak Fire Table fits 
well in any outdoor setting. It also 
features a sliding propane drawer 
for easy tank maintenance.

Palermo by EBEL
Rectangular and round 
aluminum fire pits, available 
in LP or natural gas, and in 
colors mocha and graphite.
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Teak Root Curved Bench
curved back, assorted sizes, 55", 63"  starting at 499.99

ABOVE
The dreamy Bali rice terraces will take your breath away. Rice 
is a staple food in Bali and it has strong ties to the Balinese 
culture. The cycle of rice growth pretty much sets the tone for 
much of the traditional Balinese life. The Balinese community 
views rice as a gift from God and a symbol of life. For thousands 
of years, the Balinese people have been growing rice and 
cultivating the beautiful rice terraces of Bali where three 
kinds of rice are grown: white rice, black rice and red rice.

RIGHT
The Gasper team planned several buying trips to Indonesia, where 
they’ve discovered the most beautiful handcrafted merchandise. 
At the factory Gasper employees make the final selections of 
tables, benches, chairs, stools, planters, and decorative plates 
and bowls that will make a lasting impression in any home.

Handcrafted Treasures 
from Indonesia

Visit Gasper to peruse the amazing collection of imported 
benches, tables, stools, and vases from the artisans  

of Indonesia. Gasper has the very best in unique,  
handmade pieces that will make a beautiful  

statement in your home.

Teak Bench with Slat Back 
48"  SKU 260477  499.99
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Boat Wood Chair  features a contoured seat 
and curved back support  SKU 921411  149.99

Teak Wood Ladder
43"×24", natural wood
SKU 1022408  69.99

Teak Mirror
28"×28"  SKU 1022401  129.99

48"  SKU 921414  149.99    |    70"  SKU 921415    199.99
75"  SKU 921416  299.99

Wooden Crocodile Bench  available in aqua or natural wood color

Teak Root Accent Table 
28"H×24"  SKU 260451  399.99

Teak Root Table  
32x32x28", each one unique   

SKU 923867  499.99

Handmade Teak Stool  
3" thick seat, 18" tall   
SKU 928101  149.99

Create your own 
unique set!

SKU 921337SKU 260431

Adirondack Chair
Created from reclaimed boat wood from Indonesia, assorted  399.99
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CIR $10 OFF $90

C21231 CRED
CIR $10 OFF $90

C21232 CRED
$26.99 Knock Out Roses

C21233 CRED
20% Off Scarecrows

C21234

15% Off Long Handled Tools

C21235
15% Off Tetra Pond Fish Food

C21236
15% Off Pond Netting

C21237
15% Off Pond Fish Nets

C21238

15% Off Pumpkins & Gourds

C21239
5 for $29.95 Mums 1Gal

C21240 CRED
15% Off EspomaOrganicPottingSoil

C21241
15% Off Fall Bulbs

C21242

15% Off Lyric Brand Bird Food

C21243
$21.99 Asst Ornamental Grasses

C21244 CRED

LIMIT 1 PER FAMILY. Must present 
coupon at time of purchase. Can be 
used on in-house specials and sales. 
NOT VALID ON CLEARANCE ITEMS. 
Cannot be combined with other 
coupons or bulk deliveries.

CODE: C21239 

Valid thru Oct. 31, 2021

Pumpkins 
and Gourds

regular price
15%

OFF

Valid thru Oct. 31, 2021

Mums
1-gal. pot

(reg. 6.99 each)

$2995
5 for
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15% Off EspomaOrganicPottingSoil

C21241
15% Off Fall Bulbs

C21242

15% Off Lyric Brand Bird Food

C21243
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C21244 CRED

LIMIT 1 PER FAMILY. Must present 
coupon at time of purchase. Can be 
used on in-house specials and sales. 
NOT VALID ON CLEARANCE ITEMS. 
Cannot be combined with other 
coupons or bulk deliveries.

CODE: C21240
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CIR $10 OFF $90

C21232 CRED
$26.99 Knock Out Roses

C21233 CRED
20% Off Scarecrows

C21234

15% Off Long Handled Tools

C21235
15% Off Tetra Pond Fish Food

C21236
15% Off Pond Netting
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Cannot be combined with other 
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C21231 CRED
CIR $10 OFF $90

C21232 CRED
$26.99 Knock Out Roses

C21233 CRED
20% Off Scarecrows

C21234

15% Off Long Handled Tools

C21235
15% Off Tetra Pond Fish Food

C21236
15% Off Pond Netting

C21237
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C21239
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C21240 CRED
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15% Off Lyric Brand Bird Food
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C21244 CRED

LIMIT 1 PER FAMILY. Must present 
coupon at time of purchase. Can be 
used on in-house specials and sales. 
NOT VALID ON CLEARANCE ITEMS. 
Cannot be combined with other 
coupons or bulk deliveries.

CODE: C21242
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C21232 CRED
$26.99 Knock Out Roses

C21233 CRED
20% Off Scarecrows
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15% Off Long Handled Tools

C21235
15% Off Tetra Pond Fish Food
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15% Off Pond Netting
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15% Off Lyric Brand Bird Food

C21243
$21.99 Asst Ornamental Grasses

C21244 CRED

LIMIT 1 PER FAMILY. Must present 
coupon at time of purchase. Can be 
used on in-house specials and sales. 
NOT VALID ON CLEARANCE ITEMS. 
Cannot be combined with other 
coupons or bulk deliveries.

CODE: C21243 
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CIR $10 OFF $90

C21231 CRED
CIR $10 OFF $90

C21232 CRED
$26.99 Knock Out Roses

C21233 CRED
20% Off Scarecrows

C21234

15% Off Long Handled Tools

C21235
15% Off Tetra Pond Fish Food

C21236
15% Off Pond Netting

C21237
15% Off Pond Fish Nets

C21238

15% Off Pumpkins & Gourds

C21239
5 for $29.95 Mums 1Gal

C21240 CRED
15% Off EspomaOrganicPottingSoil

C21241
15% Off Fall Bulbs

C21242

15% Off Lyric Brand Bird Food

C21243
$21.99 Asst Ornamental Grasses

C21244 CRED

LIMIT 1 PER FAMILY. Must present 
coupon at time of purchase. Can be 
used on in-house specials and sales. 
NOT VALID ON CLEARANCE ITEMS. 
Cannot be combined with other 
coupons or bulk deliveries.

CODE: C21244 

Valid thru Oct. 31, 2021

Espoma 
Organic 

Potting Soil  

Valid thru Oct. 31, 2021

Colorful Fall 
Bulbs for 

Spring Blooms

regular price
15%

OFF

Valid thru Oct. 31, 2021

Lyric Brand 
Bird Food

regular price
15%

Valid thru Oct. 31, 2021

Assorted 
Ornamental 

Grasses  
3-gal.

$2199
(reg. 24.99)
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CIR $10 OFF $90

C21231 CRED
CIR $10 OFF $90

C21232 CRED
$26.99 Knock Out Roses

C21233 CRED
20% Off Scarecrows

C21234

15% Off Long Handled Tools

C21235
15% Off Tetra Pond Fish Food

C21236
15% Off Pond Netting

C21237
15% Off Pond Fish Nets

C21238

15% Off Pumpkins & Gourds

C21239
5 for $29.95 Mums 1Gal

C21240 CRED
15% Off EspomaOrganicPottingSoil

C21241
15% Off Fall Bulbs

C21242

15% Off Lyric Brand Bird Food

C21243
$21.99 Asst Ornamental Grasses

C21244 CRED

LIMIT 1 PER FAMILY. Must present 
coupon at time of purchase. Can be 
used on in-house specials and sales. 
NOT VALID ON CLEARANCE ITEMS. 
Cannot be combined with other 
coupons or bulk deliveries.

CODE: C21233
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CIR $10 OFF $90

C21231 CRED
CIR $10 OFF $90

C21232 CRED
$26.99 Knock Out Roses

C21233 CRED
20% Off Scarecrows

C21234

15% Off Long Handled Tools

C21235
15% Off Tetra Pond Fish Food

C21236
15% Off Pond Netting

C21237
15% Off Pond Fish Nets

C21238

15% Off Pumpkins & Gourds

C21239
5 for $29.95 Mums 1Gal

C21240 CRED
15% Off EspomaOrganicPottingSoil

C21241
15% Off Fall Bulbs

C21242

15% Off Lyric Brand Bird Food

C21243
$21.99 Asst Ornamental Grasses

C21244 CRED

LIMIT 1 PER FAMILY. Must present 
coupon at time of purchase. Can be 
used on in-house specials and sales. 
NOT VALID ON CLEARANCE ITEMS. 
Cannot be combined with other 
coupons or bulk deliveries.

CODE: C21234 
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CIR $10 OFF $90

C21231 CRED
CIR $10 OFF $90

C21232 CRED
$26.99 Knock Out Roses

C21233 CRED
20% Off Scarecrows

C21234

15% Off Long Handled Tools

C21235
15% Off Tetra Pond Fish Food

C21236
15% Off Pond Netting

C21237
15% Off Pond Fish Nets

C21238

15% Off Pumpkins & Gourds

C21239
5 for $29.95 Mums 1Gal

C21240 CRED
15% Off EspomaOrganicPottingSoil

C21241
15% Off Fall Bulbs

C21242

15% Off Lyric Brand Bird Food

C21243
$21.99 Asst Ornamental Grasses

C21244 CRED

LIMIT 1 PER FAMILY. Must present 
coupon at time of purchase. Can be 
used on in-house specials and sales. 
NOT VALID ON CLEARANCE ITEMS. 
Cannot be combined with other 
coupons or bulk deliveries.
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CIR $10 OFF $90

C21231 CRED
CIR $10 OFF $90

C21232 CRED
$26.99 Knock Out Roses

C21233 CRED
20% Off Scarecrows

C21234

15% Off Long Handled Tools

C21235
15% Off Tetra Pond Fish Food

C21236
15% Off Pond Netting

C21237
15% Off Pond Fish Nets

C21238

15% Off Pumpkins & Gourds

C21239
5 for $29.95 Mums 1Gal

C21240 CRED
15% Off EspomaOrganicPottingSoil

C21241
15% Off Fall Bulbs

C21242

15% Off Lyric Brand Bird Food

C21243
$21.99 Asst Ornamental Grasses

C21244 CRED

LIMIT 1 PER FAMILY. Must present 
coupon at time of purchase. Can be 
used on in-house specials and sales. 
NOT VALID ON CLEARANCE ITEMS. 
Cannot be combined with other 
coupons or bulk deliveries.

CODE: C21236
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CIR $10 OFF $90

C21231 CRED
CIR $10 OFF $90

C21232 CRED
$26.99 Knock Out Roses

C21233 CRED
20% Off Scarecrows

C21234

15% Off Long Handled Tools

C21235
15% Off Tetra Pond Fish Food

C21236
15% Off Pond Netting

C21237
15% Off Pond Fish Nets

C21238

15% Off Pumpkins & Gourds

C21239
5 for $29.95 Mums 1Gal

C21240 CRED
15% Off EspomaOrganicPottingSoil

C21241
15% Off Fall Bulbs

C21242

15% Off Lyric Brand Bird Food

C21243
$21.99 Asst Ornamental Grasses

C21244 CRED

LIMIT 1 PER FAMILY. Must present 
coupon at time of purchase. Can be 
used on in-house specials and sales. 
NOT VALID ON CLEARANCE ITEMS. 
Cannot be combined with other 
coupons or bulk deliveries.

CODE: C21237 
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CIR $10 OFF $90

C21231 CRED
CIR $10 OFF $90

C21232 CRED
$26.99 Knock Out Roses

C21233 CRED
20% Off Scarecrows

C21234

15% Off Long Handled Tools

C21235
15% Off Tetra Pond Fish Food

C21236
15% Off Pond Netting

C21237
15% Off Pond Fish Nets

C21238

15% Off Pumpkins & Gourds

C21239
5 for $29.95 Mums 1Gal

C21240 CRED
15% Off EspomaOrganicPottingSoil

C21241
15% Off Fall Bulbs

C21242

15% Off Lyric Brand Bird Food

C21243
$21.99 Asst Ornamental Grasses

C21244 CRED

LIMIT 1 PER FAMILY. Must present 
coupon at time of purchase. Can be 
used on in-house specials and sales. 
NOT VALID ON CLEARANCE ITEMS. 
Cannot be combined with other 
coupons or bulk deliveries.

CODE: C21237

Valid thru Oct. 31, 2021

Knock Out 
Roses  

3-gal.

$2699
(reg. 34.99)

Valid thru Oct. 31, 2021

Assorted 
Scarecrows  

over 20 styles & sizes 
to choose from!

20%
OFF

Valid thru Oct. 31, 2021

Long 
Handle 
Tools

15%
OFF

regular price

Valid thru Oct. 31, 2021

Assorted  
Fish Nets

15%
OFF

regular price

Valid thru Oct. 31, 2021

Pond 
Netting

bagged or bulk

15%
regular price

OFF

Valid thru Oct. 31, 2021

Tetra Pond 
Fall Diet 

Fish Food

15%
OFF

regular price

VALID UNTIL OCTOBER 31, 2021SAVE BIG WITH THESE COUPONS

regular price

OFF

15%
OFF

regular price



Enjoy Fall Events at Gasper   Check gaspergarden.net for late additions or changes

SEPTEMBER
4  Saturday   
LAWN CARE  
10:00am–11:00am   
Q&A 11:00am-2:00pm
Meet lawn care 
specialist from Jonathan Green Lawn and Garden 
Products. Learn how to keep your lawn lush and 
green throughout the year. Organic options will be 
presented. Q&A after session. FREE EVENT

11  Saturday  9:00am
POND NETTING & WINTERIZATION SEMINAR
Prepare for the colder season months and get 
informed. Much of the next season’s maintenance 
of a pond is determined by how much you do 
before the cold hits. FREE EVENT

18  Saturday  9:00am
FALL BLOOMING SHRUBS 
& PERENNIALS SEMINAR
Your garden doesn’t have to 
stop blooming in the fall, 
learn about the fall shrubs 
and perennials to plant for 
lasting fall color. FREE EVENT

OCTOBER
2, 9, 16, 23   
first 4 October Saturdays  
11:00am–3:00pm
PUMPKIN PAINTING
Rain or Shine
Gasper artists are on hand to help you paint your 
pumpkin, Small cover charge per child. Pumpkins 
are purchased separately. Fresh Funnel cakes, 
lemonade and hot dogs will be available for 
purchase on site by Dutch Magic.

2, 9, 16, 23   
first 4 October Saturdays  
11:00am–3:00pm
SCARECROW MAKING
Rain or Shine
Bring your old cast-off clothing and we supply the 
straw, twine and safety  
pins to design your own 
scarecrow. Small cover 
charge. Fresh Funnel cakes, 
lemonade and hot dogs will 
be available for purchase 
on site by Dutch Magic.

AUGUST
7  Saturday   9:00am 
CRAPE MYRTLE SEMINAR:  
COLOR THAT DOESN’T QUIT
Celebrate the awesome 
palette of colorful Crape 
Myrtle blooms. All of your crape myrtle questions 
will be answered from size and color, to ideal 
planting locations. FREE EVENT

21  Saturday   10:00am 
POLLINATORS & BIRDS 
SEMINAR
Both pollinators and birds 
numbers are dropping. Find out 
what to plant to help them, and 
keep them coming to your garden. FREE EVENT

We’re planning the 
largest holiday showcase 

we’ve ever done! 
More decorated trees!

More tabletop décor!

More wreaths and garland!

More picks and sprays!

More trees to choose from!

More sales and discounts!

You’re invited to the  
Gasper Christmas Open House 

November 6–7

Fall 2021  |  www.gaspergarden.net  |  215-598-6997    63

GasperGasper’’s Expanded Christmas Shoppes Expanded Christmas Shoppe
MARK YOUR CALENDAR! GASPER CHRISTMAS OPEN HOUSE:  NOVEMBER 6–7
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PLNA
MEMBER

P E N N S Y L VA N I A
L A N D S C A P E   &  N U R S E R Y

A S S O C I A T I O N     

19    04
MEMBER

2020

Connect With Us Online

C4-2021

AUG-SEPT SAVINGS IN THE GARDEN CENTER OCTOBER SAVINGS IN THE GARDEN CENTER
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CIR $10 OFF $90

C21231 CRED
CIR $10 OFF $90

C21232 CRED
$26.99 Knock Out Roses

C21233 CRED
20% Off Scarecrows

C21234

15% Off Long Handled Tools

C21235
15% Off Tetra Pond Fish Food

C21236
15% Off Pond Netting

C21237
15% Off Pond Fish Nets

C21238

15% Off Pumpkins & Gourds

C21239
5 for $29.95 Mums 1Gal

C21240 CRED
15% Off EspomaOrganicPottingSoil

C21241
15% Off Fall Bulbs

C21242

15% Off Lyric Brand Bird Food

C21243
$21.99 Asst Ornamental Grasses

C21244 CRED

LIMIT 1 PER FAMILY. Must present coupon at 
time of purchase. Can be used on in-house 

specials and sales. NOT VALID ON CLEARANCE 
ITEMS. Cannot be combined with other 

coupons or bulk deliveries.

COUPON CODE: C21231 

Mon–Fri: 8am–7pm  Sat: 8am–5pm  Sun: 9am–5pm

Fall Retail and Office Hours

Valid through Sept 30, 2021

$10 off
with purchase of  $90

Valid October 1–October 31, 2021

$10 off
with purchase of  $90
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CIR $10 OFF $90

C21231 CRED
CIR $10 OFF $90

C21232 CRED
$26.99 Knock Out Roses

C21233 CRED
20% Off Scarecrows

C21234

15% Off Long Handled Tools

C21235
15% Off Tetra Pond Fish Food

C21236
15% Off Pond Netting

C21237
15% Off Pond Fish Nets

C21238

15% Off Pumpkins & Gourds

C21239
5 for $29.95 Mums 1Gal

C21240 CRED
15% Off EspomaOrganicPottingSoil

C21241
15% Off Fall Bulbs

C21242

15% Off Lyric Brand Bird Food

C21243
$21.99 Asst Ornamental Grasses

C21244 CRED

LIMIT 1 PER FAMILY. Must present coupon at time 
of purchase. Can be used on in-house specials 
and sales. NOT VALID ON CLEARANCE ITEMS. 
Cannot be combined with other coupons or 

bulk deliveries.

COUPON CODE: C21232

This spring we had to let down a lot of people who called us in 
April looking to have Gasper Landscape Design & Construction 
install their new patio or landscaping by the summer. If you had 
called by Memorial Day, you might have been told that most of 
our landscape crews were booked to Labor Day or longer!

Gasper Landscape Design & Construction grows each year 
because we continue to deliver a superior product, and my 
sales and design staff work extremely hard to keep our 
customers deeply satisfied.

Plan ahead and start thinking about next year’s projects now.  
A Gasper-designed and installed construction project takes 
time, but it is definitely worth the wait!

Customers agree:

“Gasper is Worth the Wait!”

Check out our featured project starting on page 8.

Plan ahead and start thinking about next year’s project now.




